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BIG CROWDS ATTEND
FARMERS DAY MEETING
Not in Four Years Have the Farming Interests of Curry
County Been So Well Represented as Last Saturday.
Saturday was a gala day in
Clovis and the big event of the
last three or four years, us far
as the farmers of Curry County
are concerned. It was a splen-di- d
day and the weather brought
out the best representation of
actual "tillers" of the soil that
have been seen on the streets of
Clovis in three or four years. It
even exceeded in attendance the
county fair of the last three
years. The Lyceum theatre was
secured for the meeting and hre
a large crowd of farmers, stock
raisers and poultry growers
listened attentively to the addresses made'by those who have
had experience and training on
the subjects they covered.
The meeting was called t o
order by President, B. D, Oldham of the Clovis Chamber of
Commerce who presided and who
introduced the speakers:
Victor L. Cory of the Texas

state agricultural farm at Lubbock told the farmers about the
new forage crop called Soudan
Grass which he has grown successfully near Lubbock and
which is considered one of the
beBt dry farm forage crop yet
discovered a s i t makes three
crops of good hay in ordinary
seasons and is especially a drouth

resisting

crop,

particularly

adapted to this very country.
C. L. Johnson, assistant demonstrator of the Santa Fe agricultural department, who came
in the absence of H. M. Bainer,
spoke o n the subject o f soil
preparation and the conservation
of moisture. He advocated deep
fall plowing for spring planting
and deep spring plowing for fall
planting. He is an experienced

agriculturalist and gave the
farmers some good pointers in
the matter of the preparation of
the soil and conservation of
secmoisture in the semi-aritions of the country.
Will H. Pattison, proprietor of
the Clovis Creamery and Produce Company, spoke o n the
subject of poultry and exhibited
some thoroughbred leghorn and
white orphington chickens.
Alex Shipley who has had a
life time experience in the stock
gave, some
raising business,
facts and figures regarding the
industry in Curry county. He
explained all the details of the
care and profit in the animal
from a calf to the beef ready for
the slaughter hause. His argument was convincing.
J. D. Fleming, sometimes called "Farmer Fleming," gave his
experience and observation of
the silo, which he tested for the
first time this fall and winter.
He expressed himself as being
well pleased with his silo experience and thinks no Curry
county farmer should be without
one. He will double the capacity
of his silo this fall.
One of the most interesting
talks of the meeting was made
by a boy, who, although never
before having spoken in public,
d

made a splendid add res on the
1 1 was
subject o f dairying.
Will H.
of
son
Pattison,
Forrest
Pattison, who has just returned
from'.Stillwell Oklahoma, where
he has been attending an agricultural college. Many farmers
did not attend the meeting, but
preferred to remain out in the
glorious sunshine bidding at the
auction sales and witnessing the
basket ball games.
Soudan grass seed was given
the first hundred farmers, who
registered at the office of Chas.
E. Dennis.
The fortunate ones
were:
Messrs. Ohr, Varner, Weis,
Payne, Helm, Farris, Konch,
Rees, Phillips, Flinn, Moore,
Storm. Ross, Ambrose, Stanford,
Dunlap, Starkweather, Hyatt.
Wilkinson, Looper, Isham, Mul-hai- r,
Anery, Hahn, Moore, Pat-ton- ,
Dickey, VanDorn. Harper,
Cawthorn, Farris, Collins, Turner, Crow, Marks, Rogers,
Hall. Boorman, Cox, Tate,
Miller. Cherry, Houston. Buie,
King. Miller. Fenwick, Nelson,
Huntzinger. Thomas,
Nelson,
Gilhan, Cratt. Rambo, Moye.
Curry, Hewitt, Rose. Kennedy,
Bradshaw, Kos, Humphry, Gris-soStephens, Magee, Witlman,
Eshleman,
Vinyard,
Abbey,
Heinz, Griasom, West fall, Wicks
Mott. Brashear, Rogers. Locker,
Kritzberg, Reed. Westfall. Huffman, Westfall, Herrin, Palmat-ter- ,
Tracy, Quiggles. Curry,
Byrnes, Rambo, Rogers, Dean,
Moore, Landon. Stephens. Curry
Mc-Ge- e,

Herrin and Farris.
The seed distribution is not
confined alone to farmers near
Clovis but is liberally distributed
throuhout the county.
New Probate Judge.
J. Simpson Morgan of Texico
probate
has been appointed
judge of Curry county, vice A.
resigned, last
W. Hockenhull
week. Mr. Hockenhull's resignation was made necessary by
reason of his appointment as assistant district attorney thus
filling the position recently vacated by James a Hall of
The News is informed
Mr Morgan accepted
that
on the
the appointment
condition
that no obligation
strings were attached to it and
that he do his duty without fear
or favor. Mr. Morgan was U.
S. Commissioner at Texico and
was recently admitted to practice as attorney before the
courts of the state. He is an
ambitious young man of good
habits and has many friends in
this county.
For-tale-

Dr. W. R. Lovelace, of
and Dr. Smith, of
Vegas, were in the city Tuesday,
en route to Roswell to oppear as
witness in the $20,000 damage
suit o f Clara Zimmerman of
Ricardo vs A. T. & S. F. railway. The case grew out of the
shooting of Miss Zimmerman by
Albu-querqu- e,

S. F.

en.V)e.

HO-1-
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TRAINS OVER THE NEW
ROAD ON MARCH FIRST
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Regular Passenger Trains to Lubbock and Return and
Local Freight to Slaton. R. R. Business Increasing.

Ml.

District court for Curry county
convened Monday of lust week,
with Judge John McClure presiding. No important criminal
casej were docketed for the
term and the time of the grand
jury was confined largely, ic is
said, to an investigation of the
affairs o f the county officers.
The jury reported Friday night
with seven true and five no bills.
The indictments returned pre
against John Doe Curtis, assault;
Robert Andrews, Dewitt Palmer
and Charles Palmer, Larceny;
R. N. Williams, removal from
office as justice of peace of Texico precinct: A. J. Nichols, insulting a female; Roy D. Elder,
Criminal libel and Roy I). Elder,
Criminal libel, (2 cases).
The no bills reported

Case against Wm. Ogg. charg-- e
with assault with deadly
weapon, was dropped upon
motion of district attorney with
privilege to reinstate.
Mrs. M. L. Morgan vs W. A.
Foyil, judgement favor defendd

ant.

W. B. Mersfelder vs J. M.
Varner, trespass case, judgement favor defendant of $1.00.
W. F. Braswell vs A. E. Seig- trespass case, judgment
ner,
favor plaintiff of $4.00, plaintiff
paying costs, v
The cases of the state vs J. M.
Grain, L. C. Coplen and H. L.
Ellison o f selling liquor t o
minors, were dismissed.
The following divorce cases
have been filed and docketed:
against John Foster, Harry Pete Mc Daniel vs Dora Mc
Springfield, Dee Mc Daniel, Tom Daniel, John Rambo vs Alice
VV.
Hughes,
H. Duckworth, Rambo, Vera Stevens vs P. E.
Leland Chapman, W. L. Mans- Stevens, C. V. Steed vs Eoline
field and Sam Byars.
Steed, Myrtle Myers vs William
The only case of the term that Myers.
has been tried that has attracted more than ordinary attention Commissioner Elder Indicted
was that of A. J. Nichols in
Roy D. "Elder, chairman of the
which it was alleged that he had board of county commissioners
offered indignities or insults to a of Curry county, was indicted
14 year old girl 'named Birdie
by the grand jury recently on
Burkhardt, while she was in his two separate counts for libeling,
shoe store some time between Arthur E. Curren, of the Clovis
the 10th and 20th of December News, in two issues of his pamof last year. It was brought out phlet called the St Vrain Journal,.
in the case that the father of He was arrested by sheriff Moye
the girl had offered to settle the and brought to Clovis in an auto
alleged damages in the case for Saturday and his bond in one of
A
a consideration of $150.00.
the cases was fixed at $750.00,
number of character witnesses which he raised and was released
were examined and the case from the custody of the sheriff.
went to the jury Tuesday evenHis attorney, Jas Hall, argued
ing.
After deliberating a
a motion to quash the indictnight the jury returned a verdict ments before the court Tuesday,
about ten o'clock Wednesday alleging that the act of the legismorning of "Not Guilty."
lature of 1905 in reinstating the
In the criminal libel cases of old criminal libel law of 1889
Roy D. Elder of St Vrain, who was invalid because it was never
is one of the county commissionsigned by the governor or the
ers, the court overruled a motion presiding officers of the legislato quash the indictments and ture and submitted what pur
sustained a demurrer, it being ported to be a certified copy of
announced by the state 'that the act received from the secrethe matter would be taken to tary of the state with the omisthe supreme court to test the sions of the signatures as above
validity o f the criminal libel given. The district attorney
Mr. opposed the motion and argued
In the meantime.
acts.
Elder remains under bond t o that the indictments were good
await the decision of the upper and stated a sufficient cause of
court to determine whether or action. He then wired the secrenot he will be brought to trial.
tary of the state of ascertain if
Action was taken on the fol- the engrossed bills were really
signed by the proper officers and
lowing casses:
State vs Earnest Parks and immediately received a reply
Edison Hayes, plea of guilty, that they were, whereupon the
sentenced 90 days and costs, court overruled the motion to
sentence suspended during good quash the indictments. Attorney Halls next move was then
behavior.
O. Thompson vs Dora Gaiaes, to file a demurer which was subjudgement for $135. favor plain- mitted without argument, which
the judge sustained. The distiff.
Divorce granted Ollie May trict attorney filed a motion and
Sheffield from her husband, Jos. order for appeal to the supreme
court to test the validity or conSheffield.
In the cases of the state vs stitutionality of the acts of 1889
Noel B. Pond. M. Boyle and L. and 1905 and to find out definate-l- y
to what extent the criminal
West. Nos. 172, 173 and 175 relibel law of New Mexico applies
spectively, indictments
as modified by the constitution.
quashed upon the motion o f In
the meantime Elder remains
district attorney. These were under bond to await the further
the defendants in the American action of the court after decision
Bank and Trust Company cases. is made by the supreme court.

are

1

1

were

The News is informed by
railroad employes that regular
traffic over the new Galveston-Pacifi- c
railroad will be inaugurated on the first of March and
that a regular
passenger
train will leave Clovis at seven
in the morning returning at six
in the evening. It will make
connection with both north and
south bound trains at Lubbock
and a local freight will be installed which will make the entire division run to Slaton, Tex.
Through traffic from the Gulf to
the Pacific will not be arranged
until later in the season, possibly not until July. Tho completion of this transcontinental line
into Clovis will mean additional
prosperity and already property
values are increasing and business is taking on new life.
More train crews will make their
home in Clovis and it is announced that five traveling men
will bring their families here
and make this their headquarters as they can now work out
from here, east, west, south and
southeast The completion of
this new line makes Clovis the
greatest railroad center in New
Mexico. The Santa Fe has just
signed a contract to deliver
18.000 cars of California fruit
and is receiving new contracts
daily. At the rate of 200 cars a
day it will take them 90 days to
complete this contract alone.
The ice plant will immediately
open to its full capacity of 75
tons a day. This plant employs
about forty people. The shop
machinery is in bad order and
more men are being now added
to the force to put it in repair
for the heavy work expected to
come soon.
Summing up the
business outlook at Clovis, one
can truthfuliy say that it is bet
ter than it has been for four
years.

Railroad Officials Here
Traveling in a special train
with four private cars, which
came over the new Galveston-Pacifi- c
railroad, a party of Santa
Fe railroad officials made Clovis
a visit Monday evening, going
west from here to Belen. The
party included W. B. Story, Vice

President;

G. C.

Starkweather.

General superintendent; F. C.
Fox. general manager, western
lines; and Dan Elliott, superintendent of the plains division.
It is said that no special significance is attached to the visit of
the distinguished party at this
time and that they are merely
on a tour of inspection of the
lines, especially to inspect the
new cut off from the gulf which
will be open to regular traffic into Clovis on the first.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa of Roswell
was in the city Sunday en route
home from Denver, where he
was cononeted a thirtythree
He was accommason.
panied by Sol Jaffa and son
Arthur, of Trinidad.

de-dr- ee

J

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
ADMIRAL

FLETCHER THE SCIENTIFIC

SAILOR OF UNCLE SAM'S BIG NAVY
Noted Naval Officer Has Invented Some of the Most Valuable
Mechanical Contrivances In Use in the Service He Is
Also Exceedingly Well Read In International Law-- Was
Born in Oskaloosa, Iowa, in 1855.
Washington. Friday Fletcher everybody In the navy culls him.
lie got bis nickname In a rather odd
way.
It so chanced that the officer
who now commands the American naval forces In Mexican waters was born
on the sixth day of the week in the
town of Oskaloosa, la. The exact
date was November 23, 18C5. tils father on this account used to cull him "my
little man Friday."
When he was a little chap of seven
his father died. At fourteen he was
appointed to Annapolis, and In due
courso was escorted thither by an
older brother, who when called upon
to put the youngster's name down on
the roster of boys entering the Naval
academy, wrote "Frank Friday Fletcher."
Tbls did not particularly please
the family, because Friday was not
really a part of bis name. Ttut naturally under the circumstances It stuck.
He was called Friday all through the
five years he spent at the academy

special
al duties, be soon showed
aptitude for such pursuits. He has an
Investigative turn of mind, and If he
had not happened to become a naval
officer It is altogether likely that ho
would have beeu an Inventor.
Indeed, some of the most valuable
mechanical contrivances used In the
navy, especially n connection with
guns, were originated by him. Among
these are Improvements In telescopic
sights: .he
Fletcher
breech closing mechanism, and a Motionless gun mount for quick fire rifles.
Another very remnrkuble cruise. In
took the young officer to
Korea, on the steam sloop Tlcondero-gb- ,
then a formidable warship. ComR. W.
manded by Commodore
she was sent around the world
In obedience to a special order of congress, and In behalf of the department
of state, to make what was called a
commercial and diplomatic cruise.
The most Important object of the expedition was to open negotiations
with tho government of Korea for
treaty which would Insure the protection of the Uvea and property of Amer1879-188-

Raleigh and the battleahlp Vermont.
Three years ago, although only a captain at the tlmo, he was made aid for
material to tho secretary of tbo navy,
a place ordinarily not assigned to an
officer under tho grade of rear admlrul.
For some time he was In command
of the torpedo station at Newport, snd
In regard to torpedo boats and submarines he Is considered an expert. Noteworthy Improvements In fleet tactics
have been suggested by him. But bis
most remarkable Inventive Ideas have
wltb
Id connection
been developed
naval ordnance.
It Is said of Admiral Fletcher that
be Is forever Inventing something. He
was born with a mechanical bent At
the naval academy, however, be attracted no special attention, bolng
quiet, shy and studious. Modesty has
always been a conspicuous attribute of
his, but when something Important Is
to be done he is the readiest man In
the world.
Fletcher and efficiency are almost
synonymous.
Even his mechanical Inventions are suggestive of the same
quality. The Fletcher breech closing
mechanism shuts the breech of a
rapid-firgun in the quickest Imaginable time and wltb the fewest possible

c

Are you really "acquainted"
with them?
Are you in "daily" touch
with a keen appetite?
Do you know the pleasure of

eating without distress?

Is your liver active and the
bowels regular?

e

If you cannot truly answer
"Yes," you should try

Shu-feld-

f'tj

'

'

'

j

HOSTETTER'S
Stomach Sifters

i

icans.

It was also desired to open Korea
to American commerce, and Japan,
being at that time on very cordial
terms with the United States, had signified her willingness to lend assistance townrd this end. But when the
Tlconderoga entered the harbor of
Fusan, May 14, 1880, the officials refused to accept the letter handed to
them by Commodore Shufeldt, on the
ground that It was addressed to the
king of Korea, whereas their monarch
waB properly designated as the king of
being
Chro-Sewhich,
translated,
means "Land of the Morning Calm."
Accordingly, the American vessel was
obliged to withdraw with nothing ac-

It Involved an exploration of the
ocean depths, almost the first ever
made, and specimens of the materials
composing the. sea floor were brought
up from the bottom all the wny across
the Pacific. Just east of Japan the
Tuscarora discovered the deepest hole
that exists anywhere In the world, a
marine abyss, known to thU: dny as
the Tuscarora Deep, the soundings
falling to touch bottom at five and a
quarter miles below the waves.
Although accident first directed
young Fletcher's attention to scientific
matters, Incidentally to nls irofesslon- -

complished, her departure being signalized by a derisive salute from a
Korean fort.
Korea, although nominally an Independent monarchy, was In reality under the suzerainty of China. Accordingly, the expedition proceeded to Chinese waters and, after spending a year
there all difficulties were surmounted,
and the Tlconderoga returned to
Korea, thereupon negotiating a treaty
which was signed b.' the high contracting parties in a temporary pavilion
erected on an point of land opposite
the ship.
The next noteworthy duty to which
Fletcher was assigned was an expedition of a purely scientific character,
the object in view being to determine
with accuracy the longitude of a series
of points In South and Central America. This work was accomplished by
observation of the stars, supplemented
by the use of telegraph, the task being
part of a network of longitude determinations made by various civilized
nations and encircling the entire
eurth.
On the way bark from the Peruvian
Andes, whore the last longtltude observations had been made, Fletcher
reached the city of Panama Just in
time to find that town suffering from
a more than ordinarily severe epidemic of yellow fever. People were dying of the disease like flies, and during
a fortnight which he spent In the harbor much against his will landing parties were going ashore from the vessels every dny to bury victims.
then
That was In 1884. Since
Fletcher's professional duties have
been of a much varied character. At
different times he has commanded the
torpedo boat Cushlng, the gunboats
Kanawha and Eagle, the cruiser

KID"

finally one day when she stood on the

Admiral Frank Friday Flsteher.
be dropped back one class, being rather young to keep up and ever since
that time his fellow officers In the service have known him as Friday Fletcher and nothing else.
Young Fletcher was graduated from
Annapolis on June 21, 1875. and soon
afterward was assigned to duty on
board the United mutes steamer
which was engaged in surveying a submarine route for a projected
fable to connect California with Japan.
This, by the way, was a very Interest-log

Job.

CUPID

A

VERY

"QUEER

Beginning and Ending of Romance
Which Not a Single Word
Was Spoken.

In

Huntington, W. Vs. For two years
persons living near the railroad tracks
here have watched for the Overland
freight, which is due through here at
4 30 In the afternoon. To those who
were disinterested watchers the event
nimply meant a glimpse at the "mad
fireman," us they called him, for, as
the train whirled by here that member of the crew would hang out of the
cabin, wave a piece of waste or a
handkerchief In the direction of the
long bill and presently throw kisses
until the train whs out of sight. "Some
nut" was the verdir-- of the spectator.
' But away up on the hill Miss Sylvey
Trice, standing on the veranda of her
faiher's house, walled for the dally
performance, and when It had ended
nlghi'd "some dream." She had never
spoken to the fireman, but more than
two years ago began to correspond
He waved each day. and
with him

platform at the 'Ittle railroad station
he dropped a card with his name and

address near her.
The courtship began by correspondence and continued until all arrangements bad been made for their marriage. She had never heard his voice,
and her only Impressions of bint were
obtained from his letters and his per
formance at the door of the engine.
Recently Mlas Price went to Ashland, Ky., to be married to the fireman, who corresponded with her under
the name of F. L. Francis. She waited at the church for hours and then
went to the railroad offices. No one
of that name was employed there, abe
was told. She returned to her home
heartbroken. Next day the Overland
pulled trough town; an old man was
stoking the engine, and be didn't even
look up.

Cupid's a queer kid, Isn't be?
Insure Pear Tree for $30,000.
I .os Angeles An alligator pear
tree, owned by H. A. Woodworth, bas
been Insured for 130,000 by Lloyds of
Iondon against fire or frost

AND GOOD HEALTH

GOOD DIGESTION

IT WILL HM.P

ELDERS

STRICT AS TO

DUTY

Observance of the Sabbath Most
ly Enforced

In Scotland

RigidIn tha

Sixteenth Century.

1

TODAY

START

TO HEALTH.

YOU BACK

"The Devil to Pay."
The expression, "The devil to pay
and no pitch hot," had Us origin in the
ship yard. When calking the seams of
tbe deck It was Important that the
oakum in thoae seams should be kept
dry. This waa done by "paying," or
In other words filling the seams with
hot pl'ch, which was done with a
mop made especially for
that use. If a audden shower should
come up and wet the oakum before the
seam was "payed" or filled with pitch,
the fresh water would rot the oakum
and there would be "the devil to pay."

The sixteenth century practice of the
elders In Scotland of going the rounds
to pick up offenders agnlnxt Sunday
rules survived until the eighteenth
contury. Mr. Thomnn, In bis "Weavera'
Croft," gives details of the "bag;"
"The minister himself would make the
rounds to Bpy wltb his own eyes the
sins of the absentees. Here one man
Is found romping with his balms; anntre.Wloelow'a Hooihlns Syrup fur Children
other detected klaslng his wife; two teething
eoften tho sum,
men were found drinking ale, and one
wlndoulloxi o butllvJMl
was found with his coat off, as If he
were going to work; and still another
Washington was military command-e- r
was seen eating a hearty dinner. All
of a whole territory at the age of
were pulled up before the session of nineteen.
the kirk and 'repentances' enforced
upon each." And now one can linder-stanLiquid bm
is a wml snlutlim. ArnWl
the wherefore of the drawn It Jluj Rod Cross llall Blue, Uio blue that
II
,
bluo. Adv.
blind on the Subbalh, which struck
James Puyn as astonluhlng In the EdinDon't cotton too strongly to the
burgh of the sixties.
who always agrees with you. He
usually wants to be paid.
Might Bs True.
"Hear about Wombat? Four years
ago he left home to match a sample.
Now be returns and tays he couldn't
get It matched."
Many pains that pass as rheumariitn
"Wire accept that explanation?"
ro due to weak kidneys to the failure
"Yes, sometimes It sounds weak, but
of the kidneys to drive oS uric acid
then sgaln, sometimes it sounds like
thoroughly.
It might be true."
When you
rediM-e-

.

The Battleship Rhode Island.
motions, Tajeun mount already mentioned Is an arrangement of truncated
cones on a roller path by which friction Is reduced to such a point that a
weapon weighing thousands of pounds
can be trained literally with one finger
and clamped instantly to fix It upon

the target.

He la a man of medium height,
neither stout nor thin, and too rugged
looking to be handsome.
Unlike most naval officers be did
not marry until he bad reached middle age. Ills wife was a Washington
The
girl, Miss Susan H. Stetson.
Fletcher home Is In Washington at
1441 Mussachusetta avenue, and they
have two young daughters.
Admiral Fletcher's flagship In Mexican water Is the battleship Rhode
In addition there are under
Island.
his command the battleships Nebraska,
Virginia, New Jersey, Michigan, South
Carolina and Louisiana; the cruisers
Tacoma and Chester, the gunboat
Wheeling and the supply ship Culgoa.
It Is a formidable fleet
Is "Associate Head of Family."
Chicago. Mrs. Caroline Polachek,
first woman applicant for a Job as election cierk In the next municipal election, gave ber occupation as "associate
head or family." She Is the mother of
11 children.

Futurist Muslelsns on Job.
Parts. Jealous of the laurels won
by futurist palntors, an orchestra of
futurist musicians will give a concert
and attempt to reproduce the sounds
of a railroad collision.
FIND

LOG

BIG

of Wood Neatly Hewn 40,000
Years Ago la Unearthed by
New York Builder.

Piece

New York. Whoever It was that
went out or the cave, near lower
Broadway, for some kindling wood,
one evening more than 40,000 yeara
ago, and, after splitting It with
stone ax, left a big hunk for the morrow's gathering, probably didn't stop
to consider how many years would go
by In Little Old New York before that

piece of wood would be picked up.
Officers of
But It has been found.

the

Thonipson-Starret-

t

company have

It In their possession.
It is a cedar log from the
period, found in the excavation
the IJqultnble budding, which
company Is erecting. Scientists
the log has been their since the

for
this
say
gla-

ciers swept over this portion of North
America 40.000 or more years ago.
At that time nearly half of North
America was burled under glacial
ice. The log has been neatly cut, and
la In perfect preservation.

fe'-lo-

Rheumatism IsTorture

Bsd Air.
"Don't you notice how bad the air
Is In this car?" asked the fussy old
lady of the railroad conductor.
"Yes, 1 do," replied the polite official,
"I guess the last time they filled tho
airbrakes they got a bad lot of air."

However, a
sometimes an enemy

is

frli-n- d

In dlscuixe.

suffer achy, bad Joints, backache too, dizziness sod some urinary
disturbances, get Doan's Kidney Pills,
tha remedy that is recommended by over
130,000 people in many diflerent lands.
Doan's Kidney Pills belp weak kidneys to drive out the oric ocid which
is the cause of backache, rheumatism
and lumbago.
A south
Here's proof.
CASH
-Brtry riant
H
smart,
W.
40,
1IH Slur." tLmJk Bell
8.
Fourch.
"Ilhw-mada-

mum

!.,

8KIN CLEARED.
By Simple Changs In Food.

It has been said by a physician that
most diseases are the result of Indigestion.
There's undoubtedly much truth In
tbe statement, even to the cause ot
many unsightly eruptions, which many
suppose can be removed by applying
some remedy on tbe outside.
By changing ber food a Kan. girl
was relieved of an eczema which was
a great annoyance to ber. She writes:
"For five months 1 was suffering
with an eruption on my face and
bands which our doctor called eczema
and which caused me a great deal ot
Inconvenience.
The suffering was almost unbearable.
"Tbe medicine 1 took only gave me
temporary relief. One day I happened
to read somewhere that eczema was
Then I read
caused by Indigestion.
tbat many persons had been relieved
ot Indigestion by eating Grape-Nuts- .
"I decided to try It I liked the
taste ot tbe food and was particularly
pleased to notice that my digestion
was Improving and that the eruption
was disappearing as If by magic. I
had at last found. In this great food,
something that reached my trouble.
"When I find a victim of this affliction 1 remember my own former suffering and advise a trial of Grape-Nutfood instead of medicines."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "Tbe Road to Well
vllle," In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
loo above lettrrf A aew
Ever
apooore froaa tlaaa to llaae. Tkr
or aeooloo, UHi east fall el kaaau
latorool.

eaneed me

waa perfectly

help-Ira-

Ineire

Kid-

ney Pllla acted like
mafflo In drlvles
away the rheuma-tlarn- .
It eor, left
in ontlrHr and 1
haven't hd on at-

tack sine."
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CLOVIS, NEW
and
character are good forage-typeIt I hoped that by hybridizing thorn
with selected plant of common alfalfa an extremely vigorous strain
will result.
A a result of the recent Introduction of new roots of seed of Peruvian
alfalfa, the chance of establishing
this variety In the aouthwest are becoming extremely favorable. Peruvian
alfalfa baa so thoroughly demonstratstrain
ed Its value as a
for warm climates that little difficulty
thoroughly
Is anticipated In gottlng It
established as soon aa the aeed I
placed on tha market.
Potato Dlssase.
The appearance Id a destructive
way of aeveral new diseases of potatoes In large producing areaa haa
caused great alarm and heavy loss in
certain of the important potato' producing districts of the Rocky Moun
tain territory. Among these maladies, herStofore unknown In thl counknown In Europe for
try, are
,
a number of years,
rosotte, and the mosaic disease.
Tha attention of the oathologlsts in
charge of this line of work has been
devoted exclusively to a study of the
cauHes and methods for controllng
these troubles. As a result of the In
vestigation a method has been workoa
out by which the resistance Of iu
foliage of potato varieties or seedlings may be tested In the groenhoiiso
during the winter which will greatly
fucllltute the work of potato breed-luand will also furnish a method
of determining wholher seed potatoes
are free from this disease. Recent Investigations have proved that tho dry-rof potatoes, which has beep destructive In certain regions, Is not
caused by Fasarlum, as was previously supposed, but that this disease
Is due to other wound parasites,
s,

SOIL SURVEY RESULTS
Interesting Statistics Announced
by Government
Owirf Kafir Corn Has Provsd
Farm Crop Peruvian Alfalfa
Valuable In Warm Cllmatte
Diseases of Potato.

Profit-bi-

t

ICO, NEWS

W03

W.

quick-growin- g

the year ending June 30,
au area amounting to 62,609,600
acres was covered by eoll surveys by
the department of agriculture. Ol
this amount 21.210.S80 acre wer surveyed and mapped In detail. Part
of thirty-onstate were Included In
this work and all sections of the country were represented. The remainder
of the area surveyed was covered
which took In a reconnolssanc survey. The total area of which soli
surveys have boon made up to June
34, last, la 703,235 square miles.
Dwarf Kafir Corn Has Proved a Profitable Farm Crop.
The department of agriculture announced that the dwarf kafir corn has
been extensively distributed through
federal states and commercial agencies and has proved to be a very desirable and profitable farm crop.
Keterita has awakened much Interest
as a deslrublu type of white durra.
Iloth fatorllu, and dwarf kafir are
adapted to harvesting with the ordinary grnln header, which add greatly
.to the value an crops for extensive,
During

1813,

e

Tanning.
The department has taken a prominent part In tho campaign now being
waned for the planting of pure and
viable broom corn seed. Experiment
with dwarf broom corn tend to prove
that this crop I usually sown too

thickly for best results.
High Value of Sudan Grass.
Sudan grass has continued to demonstrate its high value for the semi-ariregions, and even In tho humid
regions has given exceedingly satisExtensive experifactory result.
ment are bulng made with thl grass
have been madw so
and arrangemont
that sufficient seed will be grown for
all demands.
Rhodes grass I continuing to show
Its high value for Florida and Gulf
American-growcoast conditions.
seed will be produced to meet the
continued growing demands.
Vetches.
of
Interest In the cultivation
vetches, .especially the hairy vetch,
continued to Increase, and there Is
probably now a greater acreage grown
than ever before. In many parts of
the United States seed Is now being
Rrown successfully. One difficulty In
seed,
the production of
which ordinarily must be grown with
a smull grain crop, has been the sepof tho seeds.
aration
"
Ily means of the spiral seed separator, this enn easily be accomplished,
and theae machines are now available
to American farmers. There I
to believe that within the near
future, unfile lent American seed will
he raised to meet the demands and
probably reduce the price of seed
much below what Is at present asked.
The department has recently Introduced the purjle vetch, which is
especially promising, Inasmuch a It
yields as much bay and more aeed
per acre than the common vetch.
d

hnlry-vetc-

rea-so-

Cowpeae.

The cow pea Investigation, especially In brooding, has resulted in the
production of a considerable number
of exceedingly promising new varieties, some of which, especially from
the view point of seed production, are
superior to any of the
apparently
standard varieties.
Alfalfa.

The breeding of Improved varieties
especially hardy and
of alfalfa,
drough ondurlng atralns, haa developed new possibilities through the
finding of forms of
Medicare falcata that produce new
plants from trus lateral root. Certain of the forms that possess thl
yellow-flowere-

M E X

leaf-rol-

curly-dwarf-

g

Ripening,

Dat

The work during the last year has
proved beyond a doubt that the artificial ripening of date such a tha
Degelet Noor may be carried on
cheaply and efficiently merely- - by
though Immakeeping the
ture fruit In a moist, warm condition.
Fruit so ripened I cleaner and mors
attractive than that ripened on the
tree. Thus the failure of the Degelet
Noor to ripen on the tree a It doe
in some parts of the Sahara Desert,
a great drawwhich at first seem
back to date culture In California,
turns out to bo an actual advantage,
permitting the ripening of the fruit
more uniformly and more efficiently
than I possible In the open air, where
the conditions cannot be controlled.
New Hybrid Substitute for the Lime.
A new hybrid, a substitute for the
lime, fruited for the first time during
tho year. This is the llmcquat, obtained by crossing the West Indian
lime with the kumquut. It has proved
to he not only a very, prococlous but
ulso exceedingly fruitful and hardy. It
bears a very acUJ fruit, much like the
Wort Indian lime In size and flavor.
The treo, however, Is much hardier
than the lime, having withstood the
mint three winters in extreme north
ern Florida where the lime can not
--

be grown.
Tobacco Investigations.
It bns been found that a rotation
In which special fertilizers nre applied
Is of great Importance In maintaining
the character and burning qualities of
the product Investigations are made
during the year In the Connecticut
Vulli'V. New York. Pennsylvania. Ohio.
Kentucky, Tennessee. Maryland, Vir
ginia and the Carolinas. In the last
four states the most ImDortant nrob- tern Is the restoration of the much depleted supply of vegetable matter In
tobacco soils through the use or cover
crops, which do not increase tha
nitrogen supply.
Breeding Trotting Horse.
The only man who ran breed trotting horses profitably Is the man who
is breeding on a large scale and who
supplements his branding with racing
"culls" or
and sacrifices
at public sales; a dead letter
I
to the breeder, as he auctlona of the
past few yenrs have proven.
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Longs Grand View Farm, Seven
Ninety Aerea of Alfalfa on J.
Northeast of Waaner, Oklahoma.

Miles

TONGUE
If

cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California
of Figs"

Syrup

our.
Ldbk at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child I listless, cross, feverish, breath bad. restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children' ailment give a
teaipoonful of "California Syrup of

Figs," then don't worry, because It 1
perfectly harmless, and In a tew hour
all thl constipation poison, sour bile
will gently
and fermenting wast
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" Is oftlmes all
that Is necessary. It should be tha
first treatment given In any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrup.
bottle of
Ask at the store for a
"California Syrup of Figs," which ha
full directions (or babjes, children ot
plainly
all agos and for grown-upprinted on the bottle. Adv.
s

8riy

Redd "We've got a girl In our set
Vno can tell the time of dny by her

pulse."
Greene "Nonsense! How could sue
possibly do that?"
"She wears a wrist watch. That'
by her pulse, Isn't It?"
FACE

FULL0F

PIMPLES

Ruffln, N. C.

ot pimple

Spanish-America-

Cutl-cur-

fifty-seve- n

Spanish-America-

German-America-

n

BRIDEGROOM

Get a

box now.
bow ba4 your liver, stomach
or bowel; how much your head
ache, how miserable and uncomfortable you aro from constipation, Indigestion, biliousness and s'.uggtsh bowel
you alway get tb desired result

STORY

Representative Richmond P. Hob-eoclaimed, in an Interview, that tb
worda "bitter attack." which wer used
to describe his recent debate In th
bouse, were an exaggeration.
"I ll admit," he said, "that thla11 disadcussion waa rather beatad, and 1 mymit that neither my opponent nor
'tff-- f:':
1
self paid each other many compliBut political controversies selment
dom yield compliment."
The hero of the Merrlmac smiled.
"It Is In situations like the young
Alabama bridegroom s," he continued,
"that w must look for the perfect
compliment, nd her It la:
Alabama v bridegroom
young
"A
asked the clergyman who had Just
married him what the fe would be.
" 'Oh, well," said the other, not
knowing the youug mane circumstances, 'you can pay me whatever
yon think it's worth.'
"Turning, the young fellow looked
from head to toot, and
hi. kririo
then, rolling hla eyes, ho replied, mournfully
" 'Why, sab, you haa ruined me for lit, you haa for sur.'

No odd

n

''.Ui.

AI

"My face became full
and
and blackhead,
would Itch, burn and smart The skin
really
wa rough and red. I wa
ashamed of my face. My arm and
back were affected almost as badly.
The pimple would fester and ther
would come a dry scab on top. Th
trouble cauied my face to be disfigured bsdly and tho itching would bother me so I could not sleep well night,
specially during warm weather.
"The trouble lasted me three long
year without anything doing me any
a
good until a friond told me about
Soap and Ointment and then I
decided to try them. After the first
application I could see some Improvement After using Cutlcura Soap and
SAYS TEUTONS FRIENDS OF UNCLE SAM Ointment two weeks 'I did not look
like the same person; most of tb
pimples bad disappeared. At the end
Prince von Buelow's references to of four weeks I was completely
the relations of the United States and cured." (Signed) Mis Mamie MitchGermany In one of the chapters of the ell, Jan. 9, 1913.
Cutlcura Soap and Olntmont (old
book on "Germany Under the Reign of
William II.," In which he deals with throughout the world. Sample of each
.
Skin Book. Address postGerman policy, show how much the free.wtth
former Imperial chancellor valued the card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." AdT.
friendship of the American government and people. He says, In part:
Somthing In Common.
war
"During the
"We'll have to take a roomer."
a portion ot German public opinion
"I hate to have an uncongenial out,
displayed strong sympathy for Spain,
sider In the house."
and thl was not agreeable to the
"He needn't be uncongenial. We'll
United States. The manner In which
advertise for one who play bridge."
Incidents that occurred between the
German and American fleet at Manila
Their Advantage.
were made the most ot In portion of
"I see where the British mllltart
the English and American press alao suffragettes have now added a sleep
cast a cloud over the relations ot Ger- strike to the hunger one."
many and tha United States.
"Yes, they are wide awake ones."
"From tha point of view ot sensible
policy there Is no reason why Germany and the United State should
'sv-.not be on the best of terms. I do not "GASCARETS"
FOR
j
"""ll. .Ml
see any point where German and
American Interests clash, nor in lb future do 1 see any point where tho line
'jf our development should cross each other In an inimical way.
11
"In the United Statea live about 12.000.000 Germans. Among these la a
National Union
growing effort since the foundation of the
relaup
keep
to
their
In 1901. while remaining loyal to their new Fatherland,
Bo long a politic
her
tione with their old home and to atrengthon'them.
of For sick headache, bad breath,
expressions
overdone
and
and In the United 8tntca are in calm hands,
Sour Stomach and
friendship as well as nervous feelings In connection with occsslonal friction
are avoided and these things happen now and then in economical matters
constipation.
State
United
the
with
relations
our
any
to
fear is
we need not have

HOBSON'S

-

LOOK

A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
sluggish; stomach
waste, liver get

Hero are some Interesting facU regarding Hugh U Scott, who persuaded the Navajoes not to go on tho warpath recently.
Mole Teuuoo. the man who talk
with his handa, rode Into the armed
encampment of the warlike Navajoes
He
on Beautiful mountain, Colorado.
rode alon except for one old Navajo
scout who bad gono out to meet htm
40 mile away from United State soldiers who had been aent out after tb
men bad Jumped the
agency, two weeks before.
There was considerable concern
about those Indians, not only In the
country where they were, but at Washington.
The Navajoes are good fighters. These men were well armed and
their hearts wore bitter becauso somebody had tried to break up their polygamous habits.
They hnd said they wer ready to
fight until they were killed, and Just
at thU time troops alon tha southern
edge of the United Btate are moro Interested In other thing than maklc
good Indian out of bad Indians.
Mole Tequop rode Into this camp alone, a ha been (aid, and the chief
railed for a powwow. Hour later be rode out of camp, thl time with an escort of old men. That night the Navajoes began to straggle back to tho
agency to surrender, satisfied with what their visitor had told the'fl and relying upon his advice.
Mole Tequop I the Indian nam for Brigadier General Hugh L. Scott commanding the Second brigade of cavalry of the southern department stationed
at Fort Bliss, El Paso, Tex. The visit to Beautiful mountain afmply meant
that be has prevented another Indian outbreak.
It I not generally known that he did a similar thing In October, and that
for a time looked much more serious than the Navajo uprising. That time
be left El Paao and journeyed with bis aon and aid. Lieutenant Scott to tha
Mescalero Indian reservation of New Mexico, where tome Apache with bad
records had left tho agency on their ponies on the point of sweeping through
the country.
General Scott la a Kentucklan and waa graduated from West Point In 1876.
He was assigned to tho cavalry and bad his first fight In the Custer campaign
of that year. Later he waa in the fights of the Nes Perce campaign and subsequently became known to every Indian tribe In the west
He served throughout the
war and thereafter had Important assignments, Including the superlntendency of West Point from 1906
to 1010. General Scott's mother was a
of Benjamin
Franklin. He la a very atrlct soldier, but liked by his men. He Is a total
years old.
abstainer and doea not us - tobacco In any form. He Is
two-wif-

.
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with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowel
make you miserable. Take
put an end to tb
Caacarot
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv- ousness, atck, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organa ot all th
bile, gases and constipated matter
which I producing the misery.
box mean health, happiA
ness and a clear head for months.
No more days ot gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All store aell Cascarets. Don't
forget the children tbelr little Inside need a cleansing, too. Adv.
Any fool woman can catch a husband, but it take a clevor one to bold
him.

It Is the part ot wledom to treat an
old man with veneration and an old
woman with tact

r
Mr.

and

Mrs.

of Tucumcari,

to

make

privilege of engaging In the
Harvest; and this must be true now.
Jesus compared them to Inoffensive
lamb, while the selfish, unregenerate
Be
world He pictured as wolves.
would not have them beg from bouse
to bouse, but Inquire for tha most
SEVENTY MINISTERS ORDAINED.
worthy In every vlllnge, and, If recedLuke 10i1 24 Jan. 11.
ed, remain there until they bad witIU SP,ri
( t
II i
nessed In that Tillage. Tbey were to
to
tptcUth
pwr rmtktr
depend wholly upon the Iord for tbelr
Iktw IS
a tbMNISTERIAL ordlnaUon has want. Later, He sent forth File dls
the
for centuries been a bone of clple. telling them toingprovide to
that
I T I
contention. Indirectly It lint beat of their
their first experience had been a speled to bloody persecutions.
tbem reliance upon
Thank Cndl those day ore none, no cial one, to teach
I'lvlna
fur ns the majority of Christian lire Power Muster's
Spirit was given tliem!
The
And .M l. hecnuse the muss
r'HiivniiMl.
they could hear
lorstniid tlnv,siil- - In such measure that
os do not Hourly
the sick, cast out devils, etc. We an'i
hen.- Is iilwayV danJet't of orllimtl"ii.
such am
not to understand thnt thnro
ger of a recurri'iii'eof persirutlon nli'iiij
people to
nut horlxnl Ion of tho Lord
Imve allurthis line. All denomination
have changed. The
day. Condition
ed In persecutions based upon misconhealing of spiritual sickness, blindness
ception of niiniHterliil ordlmitlon.
work
than!
and deafiiesa-"Krea- ter
Ordlnntlon d"e not rein to to n cereIs today the privilege of thej
these"
suppose.
It
mony, or form, ns iimny
Lord's people.
signifies an authorization, a commispi, iliseinles' one Message was that
sion, to preach. Ituptlsta. rroshyterlans.
Kliiudom bad como nlgb. God's
rial's
commisno
Lutheran. MethoillstK. etc.,
Kingdom bad been
sion those who ngnv with their creed.
awaited by Israel
Episcopaand
Itut Itoimin Catholic
for centuries. But
lian claim nn ordination from Ood
when It was pre-to
successors
the
that all bishop are
sen ted. only sj

tnt (rest

A. E. Griffith,

arrived this week

Clovis

their futurd

home.
Oran McClure of Spur, Texas,
and R. H. McClure, of Silverton.
Texas, newspaper men. were in
Clovis several days last weeK.

Maurine Rice Hostess

Woman's Club
Mrs. W. E. Carroon was hostess to the Woman's Club. Tuesday afternoon.
by
Roll Call was responded
original valentines.
lady was
Love Letters-Ea- ch
requested to write a valentine
love letter.
Hearts; was then played the
remainder of the afternoon.

One of the very enjoyable valentine parties was that given at
the suburban home of Mrs. J. V.
Uiee for their daughter, Miss

Maurine, and Miss Oriole Curtis,
compliment t o the season o f
"hearts' for the eighth grade
pupils. The lovely rooms were
beautifully decorated with countless hearts and cupids, suspendRefreshments consisting o f ed by red ribbons.
In the reception room was a
pink and white ice cream, pink
red heart over the dining
large
and white cake, coffee, pink and
and from which were sustable
white after dinner mints.were
pended
streamers of hearts and
served.
their bowa and red
with
cupids
The Club will meet March the
arrows.
tipped
Curren.
3rd with Miss Anna
The crowd met at the home of
Sixteen ladies were present.
Jones, who was
Miss
The guests were Mesdames assistedGertrude
Leila George,
Miss
by
Childers. Atwood, of Artesia.1
to the Rice
juniors
escorted
the
Scott and Rice.
home.
The entire evening was enjoyinterestinjj
o
f
with games suitable for the
wealth
ed
The
things to be presented at the occasion, while music came in
lor part of the pastime. Later
Biennial Convention of the General Federation o f Women's sandwiches, cake and gelatine
incut in heart shape were served.
Clubs in Chicago, June
woman
club
o
n
dicates that
should fail to attend. Between
Bible Class Annual.
ten and fifteen thousand women
Monday night the Christian
are expected and hotel managers
it3
think the number will be great-ers- , Church Bible Class will hold
program
A
celebration.
annual
estimating by the reservarefreshtions already made. Following will be rendered and
are
the complimentary concert to be ment served. All members
present.
be
urged
to
Symphony
given by the Chicago
Orchestra, on Tuesday evening,
there will be a Council meeting
The
on Wednesday morning.
than
intimate
more
sessions are
those of the General Federation,
because the Council is a smaller
body, composed of every club

PERSONAL
MENTION

president in the Federation,
state presidents. General Feder.
ation state secretaries, Board of
Directors and chairmen of
The interests of
Federation are
General
the
brought before the Council, with
pportunity for general discussion, and any club president may
bring her problems for Su'ution
or her pet project for endorsement and adoption.

In Honor of
Mist Belva Lovelace
Miss Sadie Carlton, 322 North
Wallace St entertained a number of her friends in honor of
,
Miss Belva Lovelace of Bakers-fieldBridge
Cal., Wednesday.
played throughout

1

i

day.

Mrs. S. Grisamore returned
Tuesday from St Louis, where
she went to purchase summer
toggery for her Ladies Ready to
Wear Clothing Department.

1

ar.d Apostle nnd armMr.and
little daughter, of Fairfax, Okla. ed with Apostolic
authority : h on ce
arrived the early part of the that nuy not orweek, the guests of her sister, dained by their
Mrs. J.' V. Bills. Mr. Cook will bishop have no
right to preach,
return the latter part of the but are heretics.
week, while Mrs, Cook and From their standdaughter will remain and visit a point, all other
Protestant are
couple of weeks longer.
preaching without
Mrs. II. N. Cook

authority.

small number
wore ready to re
eel re It There-

ft

after the Kingdom
was taken
offer
tbem, and
from
.

JitwOritalninglfrni
me forth) Uteri- -

OrilinuHoit
-

M.

Friends of

Miss Augusta

May

will be glad to learn that the
operation which she has just
undergone in the American
Hospital at St. Louis for the
straightening of her crippled
limb was a complete success,
and the young lady will soon be
out completely well.

L. G. Love, the 10 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Love of
this city, Monday, in attempting
to fire a toy canon of his own
Homer King, of Texico, was manufacture, loaded with powin town Saturnay.
der and shot, succeeded in getW. A. Brownell, of St Vrain, ting one of his eyes nearly put
out. The youngster is under
was in town, Saturday.
C. C. Baker went to Arkansas the doctor's care, and it will not
be known for several days just
Saturday to visit relatives.
what will be the outcome of his
J. L Hines. of St Vrain. at- escapade.
tended court Monday.
Miss Nannie Amos of Portales
visited Miss Mae Litchfield, Saturday.
Mrs. C. H. Hart, of Portales,
was the guest of Mrs. W. I Luik-harMonday.
Mrs. Cooper, of Tulia, Texas,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Dick Gale, this week.

Apostles, but to be niisrlonarli's. There
wa no ceremony connected with their
appointment, or ordination, so far a
the record shows. Jesus simply sent
them out. tcllliiu' them what to say
had
Ktrh tly speaking, the Apostle
not yet received the Holy Spirit di
rectly. The I'lither'a Spirit had been
Imparted lo the Hon, who shored Hint
Spirit with those sent to preueli In His
name
The Kiilher did ii"t directly
recognise, authorize, or ordain any of
the Church to prench, until I 'en t cook t.
The forty year which closed the
Jewish Ago, ending A. I). 70 with the
destruction of Jerusalem, wa the
Harvest period for typical Israel., It
witnessed the gathering Into the Goals:, itarncr of all the true wheat and
the set tin 8 aside of tha chaff In time
of trouble, symbolically called Are.
The Lord (Mntthew Kli Intimates that
In the end of this Age there will be a
similar Harvest Many believe that It
liegan In 174 and will end In 1014.
faithful one at tbe close
The
f the Jewish Abb were to recognise

'

since bus been giv-en throughout the

world,

gathering'

!'

to
Messiah's Uilile and Jolnt-bclr- .
Tho Master referred to Ills mighty j
works In Capernaum. Hetbsalda and:
Choriirln.
Theo cities were Hgnra-tlvelsaid lo have been esaltcd to
Heaven In point of privilege; and bav
Ing rejected the Lord's fnvora, they
would bo cast dowu to the grave. K
ample were given of Sodom and Tyre,
both of which wero In ruins brought
down to Hades.
Our Lord Intimate, however, thai
their trial, or testing, or Judgment
which Ills preaching had given was
not a finality- - there would be a future
Jndg
nt. According to St I'uul, the
entire Millennial Age I to be a thou
sand year Judgment Hay. In which the
whole world will have a run opportunity or coming, to a knowledge of
Cod (Acts 17:31.1 Nevertheless, those
who heard .Icniik unmoved had hard
died I heir hearts, and would bo disadvantaged In the Judgment I'ny.
Concluding the Master declared that
whoever despised them despised H in
This I undoubtedly
and the I 'm her
true of all whom the Lord has ordalu
ed and sent forth
pi"-

a bone of tonosHut the spirit of
formerly
Kennedy,
tolerance Is grow
druggist at the Southwestern ing Within the last two year Episthrough copalian havo lifted thu embargo on
passed
Drug Store,
Protestants to the extent that
Clovis Saturday on his way to other minister
may exchange pulpit
their
where
Melrose,
Roswell from
with those of other denominations.
The right thought of ordination la
he has been at the bedside of
Mr. Downing, presented In today Study, .lesu hud
his father-in-law- ,
already appointed twelve to bo HI
who is critically ill with paraly- special Apostles; and now lie ordained,
or appointed, seventy more, not to bo
sis.

W.

the

Elect,

Dr. Miller. Supt. of the State
Insane Asylum, wan in the city
Saturday, on his way to attend
Federal Court at Roswell, and
waa on interested spectator of
the hospital.

t,

Here's Your

Own Suit

the

If you want
&et

o f veal loaf,
Miss Wood, stenographer for
sandwiches, coffee, cream and the District Attorney, left the
early part of the week for Ros
cake were served.
well.
Mrs. J. B. Atwood, of Artesia,
Mrs. Pixley Hostess
Mrs. Ross Pixley entertained is assisting the Ladies of the
sixteen ladies at her pretty home Methodist church in staging a
806 N. Mitchell St. Saturday play, to be held at the Lyceum makes a big difference in the appear-anof any garment entrusted to us
afternoon at Bridge. The ladies the 27th.
be
to
SatE,
R. Hard wick returned
proved themselves interested
players, and the game did not urday from Roswell and Astesia
cease until the hostess entered where he has been visiting their
with announcing refreshments. chain of theatres, only to come
A dainty two course luncheon back with the full satisfaction From ihabbintu it it changca to newness
that the Clovis theatr was In fact, it looki likt a new piece of goods,
was served.

Before and After

ce

Cleaned,
Pressed
-

"the only" theatre, after all.
lecHenderson,
Harriett
Miss
Do you know what a Guarturer for the W. C. T. U., pass- anty Fund Bank is? Texas
ed through Clovis Friday on her
State Bank of Farwell, Tex.
way to Roswell. While in CloFUND
A GUARANTY
vis, she was the guest of Mrs. S.
BANK.
Nutter.

orig-

inal attire you can

bakersfield.
Refreshments

a

ability-Imply-

I

Attorney. S. G. Bratton, of
Farwell, was in town this week,
afternoon
Twenty ladies were present. on legal business.
The out of town guests were
Mrs. Thomas, of Bands, Ark.,
Mrs. L. P. Simpkihson, ot Cin- was in the city, the guest of her
cinnati, and Miss Lovelace, of daughter, Mrs. A. E. Smith.
was

-

PaI

Dr. J. B. Westerfield returned
home Saturday, where he was
called on account of the illness
of his mother.
The News enlarged its subscription list by several hundred
new subscrbers the past week,
sixty seven being secured o n

farmers'

l.

"'

SO- -

"

Do not bt huty in discarding gowni, coats,
or othtr articles oa
drciKt
.
tht ground mat tncy look too old or shabby.
After w get in our fine work your best
friends would not know that the garments
were the same. Rcuojable prices.

H. BELL & CO.

ft

it only from

tailors who originate.

When you have

Ed. V Priced Co.
cut and mold your individuality into
a suit, you are assured clothes that are
made for you alone, not the "hit and
miss" guesswork of ready-mad"cut
in bunches." Let us measure you for
clothes made expressly for YOU.
es

Mandell Clothing Co.

'

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR VISITING STOCKMEN

LAVISH

Stock Yards, the beautiful model
Industrial suburb of Oklahoma City,
In a tour of the great Morris and Sulzberger packing plants, the big stock
yards, the Exchange building, the
horse and mule market and all of the
varied polnta of Interest to stockmen.
The crowd will be token to the yard
and returned on special excursion
trains of electric enrs which traverse
the bcaullful boulevurd that connects
tin; city proper with the Industrial
addition.
The evening will be devoted to the
Wfteenth Annilsl Cattlemen's Ornnd
Hull. This la the big social function
of the year among the regular attendants of these conventions and it Is
the aim of the spevlal committee In
charge to make this the most notable
lp the history of the organization.
Ooveruor I.ee Cruce will lead the
isand march.
The sfterncon of the third day will
be set aside for the various lodges,
clubs and other social organizations
to do the entertaining. Practically all
organizations will keep "open house."
This will be the opportunity to get
more closely acquainted.
The last evening will be one to b
remembered, for It has beep reserved
for the "Dig Event", the annual
"Stockmen's Smoker". It will be sufficient to say that it Is the determination of tho commute to provide the
entertainment ever wit"classiest'nessed by tho members of the Panhandle Association.
On tlila evening tho visiting ladles
will be entertained at one of the local
theaters by a speclully prepared professional program.

Oklahoma hospitality will be wall
axempllfled In the antertalnment provided tor tha thousands who are expected to atteiid the annual convention of the Panhandle and Southwestern Blockmena' Association March
Every hour In which the convention Is not In business session Is filled
with some kind of entertainment.
The forenoons ure left clear for the
business sessions, so far as Ihu men
are concerned. Kor the women visitors soma form of ontertuitimeni will
be provided earn forenoon by the
women of Okluhoma City. There will
be receptions, luncheons, shoppinc
tours aud various functions in which
women are especially interested.
Each afternoon and evening will be
taken up with some form of general
During the entire
entertainment.
three days, morn Inn. afternoon and
night, there will be bnnd music In
on the streets, In the conprofusion
vention ball, at the hotels, everywhere that guests of the city may bo.
Visitors Will Tour City
On the afternoon of Tuesday, March
t, the first day, all visitors will tour
the city in automobiles. About twelve
hundred cars huve been proffered by
citizens for this purpose. This tour
will ond at the High School building
Which ranks as one of the model high
schools of the world, whero a brief entertainment will bo provided and the
visitors shown through ho building.
In the evening a thcutrlcal entertainment will be provided.
Tour of Stock Yards.
The aflernoon of the second day
will be spent at the Okluhoma i'utlon-

I
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"or
Hit
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closing of the year la

CUE

r a y e o. "Thy
Kingdom
cornel"
and yet hare not
really believed
that It Is to be es-

ing for His faithful Church, tbe saints:
and we also perceive that He baa a
blessing for the world, although a different blessing from that provided for
the Church. The lutter are to have life
on the lilviiie plane, sharers of the
glory, honor and Immortality of tbe
Master, while tho world, by faith and
obedience during tbe Messianic King
dom, may reuttulo earthly life and
perfection, lost by Adam, but redeemed
by Jesus at Calvary.

XDrCDKLYN

considered an opportune
for bnlunclug books,
forward profit and loss,
and determining for the future. We
aiay safely say, however, that no human Noul ran strike a thoroughly sat.
ILnt - HIBLE'STUDr-Oisfactory balance of nccomils unless If
counsellor.
and
partner
Jesus bus been
JESUS AND THE CHILDREN.
And every one finding himself perplex10:13-1Mark 0:30-4Jn. 4.
we
would
have
discouraged,
ed and
"Olid iKwritlciM irllfi iiiniffftp, lo urn on I
prowl, but
Ih
Ood
rtaUUih
year
new
begin
tor
onothrr;
the
know how to
tlirlh arses lo Its tsinofo." 1 i'eler
aright, by enter
H. V.
ing Into covenant
Master knew that the time
relationship with
Ills death drew oear. lie
tbe Hedcemer,
.
hastily through
who declares,
Capernaum.
for
route
en
"Coine unto Me,
He desired this opportunity for break- all ye that labor
' Ing gently to His disciples the news
and are
and I will
f His approaching death. While Ho
give you rest."
bad previously declared that none
Today 'a Study
could touch Him because His hour bad
la full of helpful
' not jet come, now He declared that
Instructions. The
would be delivered Into the bands
very Unit lesson Crffdd) Imagt of Ood. ' He men, Hint tbey would kill Him, and
of
la that "Ood so
thnt on the third day Ho would rise
loved the world." The difficulty In the
the dead.
from
past has been thnt we have not emphalint the disciples understood not and
sized the l.ovo of flod. How could we, feii red to ask an explanation.
As
wIipii our eyes of understanding were
they hud tbe thought of the
Jews,
misdirected by our creeds away from McHslnnlc Kingdom ii'permost Tbey
the tiort of the lliltle to a creedal Imnge even disputed among themselves repicturing tho Heavenly Father In most specting tbe honorable positions they
loveless than nuy would occupy, and ns to which would
Satanic colors-mn- ro
demon we can possibly Imagine.
be tho greatest. Little did they under-stauo hnve gotten uway from
Hut while
the great trials and disappoint"tho doctrines of demons," ns St. Paul ments only a few days ahead!
calls them (I Timothy 1:1), ChristenJesus Inquired respecting their
dom, still holds up those horribly slanbut they were ashamed to tell
derous creeds before the world, hin1 in.
Then He advised them that the
dering them from getting even a selfishly ambitious, seeking honor rathglimpse of "the l.ovo of (led. which er than service, would be disappointed.
utiiliiMtM mil iik." und giving
piissctlj
In His Kingdom
them. Instead, terrllile misrepresentawould
tions of thine Injustice.
Und lowest place.
Hut God's people are awakening to Then He took a
the Truth, iiml gradually paining cour- child und set It In
age to assert it. We are now met with their midst, saying,
the dillhiilly that the world has so "Whosoevei
shall
thoroughly believed our liliisphemy of receive one such
the lilviiie' character Unit they can little child recelv-et.Me " The Musscarcely believe the urinious Message
of the HIMe- the Message of lilviiie ter sought to show
Love.
Ills disciples Hint
HilM is T'srir
Our text Illustrates our former blindt ll e li u in It e s t

1

tablished nt Jesus'

Second

Coming
and. Ibe resurrection change of His
Church!

Another

,e

car-ryln-

hlMM

Those views are neither satisfactory

8

1

CHE

nor Script ii nil.
Well did the Apostle
warn us that ninny would depart from
the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits und doctrines of demons, qnlto unlike the glorious Gospel of God's Love
nd His ever enduring Mercy.

dull-lee-

Book On New Mexico.
Santa Fe. N. M..

heavy-lade-

Feb. 10th 1914.
The New Mexico Board of Exposition Managers has just completed arrangements for
publication of a book on New
Mexico with D. R. Lane, a well
known newspaper man of Albuquerque, and E. A. Koehler Jr.
(f Los Argelcs, who has had
much experience in the compilation of works of this kind. As
the book is to be compiled and
printed without expense to the
State, the Board of Managers is
very much pleased to have completed this arrangement. The
beck will b e extensively and

the

;

dls-pul-

1

AN IDEAL FEEDING

GROUND.

make shipments to the home market
an object of profit.
The logic of this proposition will be
very thoroughly discussed at the

offers to the southwestman un Ideal feeding
ground.
To the great rjnge country
thnt lies In the I'unhtindln of both
Oklahoma and Texas, and the range
country of New Mexico And Southern
feeding
Colorado,
the Okluhoma
grounds ate growing more and more
attractive as the cattle men ruallzo
the logic of the situation.
The climatic condition is the best
offered by any feeding stale, requiring the least shelter uud the minimum
of resistance of cold. The feed supply Is everywhere nt band and In the
greatest variety of any of the states.
Every standard feed crop, including
cottonseed products. Is produced in
the greatest profusion throughout the
state. A failure to produce a feed
crop In Oklahoma i unknown.
And when the rut tin are llnluhcd
the distance Is short to the market nt
Oklahoma -- Ity, where the highest
prices are paid. The short hsul saving In shrinkage Is alone sulflclonl to
Oklahoma

ern

cattle

and Southwestern Stockmen's
Association annual convention which
is to be held In Okluhoma City March
It Is expected by the oltlcers of
the association that the attendance at
this meeting will break all records of

the organization.

down-tow-

n

tity.

Found it hard to believe
all things they heard
of Oklahoma City

jul huve not seen. They found It d if
llcult to believe whnt they heard but
hud to believe what they saw
llefore leaving for their homes they
When Okiuhoma City Ural asked for became enlhUHiastic and declared tho
one of the big annual stockmen's IHI4 convention must undoubtedly be
meetings her claims tor recognition tho greatest and best in the history
fulled to connect vith the wishes of of their organization.
They have since that time been urgtho cattlemen. She was "Too New in
tho Live Slock llanui" to be consid- ing tho members of the association
to attend und likewise have their eyes
ered eligible.
Hut she Clded her time, continued opened to the advantages offered by
to Increase by wonderfully rupiu atrld Okluhoma City as the market for their
es her livestock mairfci, day by day stock and the source of supply for
and week by week earning a reputa- their business needs. Recent assurtion as tha most favorable market In ances from the association headthe southwest, until she gained the quarters are that the prospect Is for
long sought recognition at Amrlllo a record breaking attendance, and the
last March, when she won the 1814 local committee has been asked to
convention of the Ptinhnndlo and prepare for taking care of five to six
Southwestern Stockmen's Association thousand visitors on that occasion.
bard but fair and clean fight.
after
"A FLAG AT EVERY DOOR."
Many members of the organization
to
become
known
Determined
expressed grave doubt as to tha wisdom of the choice, fearing that Ok- throughout tha country as "The Flag
lahoma City was still "too new" to City", Oklahoma City has adopted tha
properly cope with the situation. Even national colors for decorating the city
members of the executive committee on tha occasion of the Psnhandle and
entertained soma fears along that Southwestern Stockmen's Association
Una until they visited the city last annual convention to be held there
fall to transact official businesa and March S 4 6.
make preliminary arrangements for
It la tha apeoial deslra that every
the big meet To most of them H home shall be decorated In soma degree and to that end the committee
wu helr Brat visit.
What thay saw on that visit quick- in charge has adopted the slogan "A
ly dispelled all doubt ' Being human Flag At Every Door," insisting that
tbey war Uka the majority ot people no home, however humble, shall negwho have heard of the wondera of lect to display at least one American
Oklahoma and her capitals .Uropolis flag during the convention.

The ladies band of 43 people
from Wellington, Kansas, will
be in Clovis on the 27th of this
month under the auspices of the
Santa Fe employes entertainment committee. A ladies
band in this section of the country is something out of the ordinary and it will nr doubt prove
a very interesting feature in
Santa Fa ' employed

1

Board.

that

in

It

will be remembered
1904 a similar volume

was issued by the Bureau of Im- ration and did n large amount
of good in attracting home seek-!er- s
and investors. The volume
Ex- -'
for
the Fannma-Californi- a
iflifW "
among theiu. If fa
Diego will cover
position
San
at
vored hv lie I. would have u high posithe resources, attractions and
tion lu Ills Kingdom.
advantages of each county in
Blsssmg tho Childron.
Tho Master loved children, though detail and in consecutive order.
so far as the record shows. He did not The statistics will be ofRcial and
generally give them Ills time. When
some fond parents brought their chll accurate and will be read by the
dieii. desiring Him to bless them, the Board before final approval.
As tile sub iThe chapters on each county
disciples rebuked tlieiu
are
Ject of the Kingdom was uppermost In
His teachings and In their minds, Je to be bound separately for disaus took this opiHtrt unity of teaching tribution and the publishers will
the (llsiipli'S a lesson. They had, per place themselves in touch with
hups, felt list sure of being members
the authorities of each section,
of the Kingdom class.
W hen Jesus said. "HulTcr llttlo chilchiimbers of commerce and other
dren to come unto Me; and forbid them civic organizations
and will
not: for of such Is the Kingdom of
we do not understand Him Imake personal trips to every
to menu that nil lu the Kingdom would county and town in trie State.
be children. (In the contrary, no little ,It
is certain the vohme will be
children will be III the Kingdom. Only
developed, tried, perfected elinrnclers the most comprehpnnive and acwill constitute the ovoreomers who will curate review of New Mexico's
sit Willi- the Muster In Ills Throne
t
thus
during the blessing of the world. industries and
Tim thought which the Lord would Im- far issued and will prove an inpress Is that even Ills twelve Apostles valuable means of advprtising
would not lie In the Kingdom unless
Woik on the book
they heeunie childlike, teachable, trust- ithe State.
ful. The priiH-- child, unspoiled by Its 'will be begun immediately
as
elders. Is disposed lo be trustful. All the twenty five thousand copies
who become Ood's children must reach
this condition of heart ns resiects the for the B'tard ate to be delivered
Heavenly rather. Only such will par- before January first, 1915.
miflf

I

purine the entire time of the I'an
handle and Southwestern Stockmen's
association convention, which Is to be
add In Oklahoma City March
music will be a prominent feature.
Hands will be pitting every hour ol
the day and during each evening
iiroiiyhout the businesa section of the
It la Intended by the com
rity.
mittee in elm rue that there shall lit
"rally bo "music In the air" constant
ly in the
section of the

THE SKEPTICS WERE AT LAST CONVINCED

Ladies Band Coming.

beautifully illustrated and
twenty five thousand copies will
be at dispoFal of the Exposition

s

-

MUSIC IN THE AIR.

large

body of Christians
hold that Jesus'
'
Ke coming
second
ftuttrf
."
,0 p,,!,,!,!!,,!,
Ills Kingdom Is ttmiucessnry; thnt In
A. D. Hi HI He established Ills follow
era In kingly power, nnd niado tbe
Tope lit Itomo Ills representative, to
reign In His stead.

I

ness. It does pot siiv. ns once we supposed, tlwit tloil cave Ills Son to save
us from eternal torture. Quite to the
contrary, it declares that Ills mission
When
was to en vp (nun perishing
brute lieusts die. they tierlsli. Ond has
resurrecmmle no provision for their
Mankind would have likewise
tion.

perhhcil.

Intel

It

lint

Iweii

for tiod's

Mercy and provision lu ( hiit.
llccnnw of .lesus' death there Is to lie
a resurrection, not only of the Just,
now In harmony with flod through
faith, but also of the unjust the un
Justified, whose eyes of nnilerstiiuillmr
have not yet opened to see the cruce
of Ood. Thus wo read. "As nil in
Adam die, even so all In Christ shall
lie made alive." "Since by man came
dentil, by a man also (Christ Jesus
conies the resurrection of the dead"
"every man In his own order."
"The Batter FUsurrsction."
The chief resurrection to glory, honor and Immortality Is only for those
called during this Gospel Age. who
lny aside every weight nnd run the
race with patience. These saintly ones
will constitute the Royal Priesthood,
who with Jesus ns Itoyul Chief Priest,
will bless the world, resurrecting mankind from sin and death conditions,
during Ills Messianic Helen.
The Plvlne linn Is purposely so arranged that none can obtain ererlnst
Ing life except through personal rela-

60DS

BLESSINGS

WORLD-WID-

E

p8

tionship to Christ,
the Itedeemer, nnd
T;
'"l,h. In
ueemiUK Ultnni uuu
obedience to Ills
counsels. This being true, tbe boa
then are yet unNone livsaved.
ing before Jesus
came Into the

I uv imil uiann ui
our friends and
neighbors, yea, of
onr own families, are atlll unsaved; for
they have not come Into Tit1 re'stlon-ahl- p
with the Savior. "Ha that bath
tbe Bon bath life; he that hath not the
Son ahull not see life."
Testified In Due Time."
St Paul, commenting upon tha fact
for all,
that Jesus died a Ransom-pric- e
declares that this will be testified In
due time. (1 Timothy 2:5, 6.) Ood's

-- 01. Haul.

J. E, Lidington, who has been
employed on the Lubbock-Clo- vis
Cut-ofis in the city.
He due time for the testimony to reach
has not yet arwill join his family soon in the Korld evidcrtly
rived. The testimony Vegan when Je
Moline, Kansas.
aus "brought life and linmortnllty to
f,

Plowing Done
teams and

I have the
ments to do
lifting. Can
tract. Prices
t--

f

imple-

your plowing and
handle any size
reasonable
Tom Reagan;

tight through the Uospel." "So great
sulvntlon began to be spoken by our
Lord." Hebrews 2:3.
Ood bus permitted this blindness,
but declares that under tbe blessed Influences of the Kingdom the true light
What a bless
Ilia shine everywhere.
ed vlstn this opens before us on be
half of tho oor worldl We thus see
that Cod bus sueclul grace and bless

j

j

j

devf-lopmen-

r

ticipate

In the Kingdom.
Manifestly nolle enn receive a kingCurry County Daily
dom until It litis been offered.
With
Record Reporter
the Jews fills offer came nt the close
of Jesus' ministry, when Ho redo Into
Compiled
By F. S. BURNS
Jerusalem en the asa. The worldly
scribes and I'hmisees were too wise to
Feb. 9 and 10, 1914
receive Jesus, and plotted His death.
Warranty Deeds
Ills disciples fully believed God's Word
thnt there would be a Kingdom, and
M. Cassidy S-to Mary M.
Hint Jesus was the appointed King, to
Thiele. $3,100-- N.
40 ft Lot 6
reign In due time.
The multitude cried. "Blessed Is He Blk 76.
that cometh In the name of the Lord!"
S. H. Huggins to G. M. Brvan
The wise scribes and rtiartseea called
Blk 49 North Park Adout that tbe multitude be silenced. Rut n-L- otl
Jesus replied thnt the shout had been dition.
foretold (Zechurlnh Dili; and that If
G. M; Bryan to Ode Cain,
the people did not shout, the very
1 Bib 49 North Park
stones would cry out, that the prophecy $1360-L- ot
be fulfilled.
Addition.
Mistaken Kingdom Views..
Mortgages
It seems remarkable thnt after all
the Rlble has said respecting Measlab'a
Ode Cain to Aetna Building
Kingdom and Ita work of blessing all
Lot
1 Blk 49 North
mankind, so few believe the Message. Assn., $700-The majority today, Ilka the scribes Park Addition.
and Pharisees of old, are too wise to
Mortgages
believe In the possibility of Ita establishment They realise tha need of tha
Shipley Bros. Cattle Company
Kingdom, but have certain theories
to New England Natl. Bank,
which blind them to the Truth.
Head of Cattle.
Borne mistakenly bold that Christ's $19,000.00-62- 0
Kingdom wna set up at renteeost, and
Court
Dist.
Suits
thnt Christ has reigned ever since, conquering the world. How unreasonable
VS Jacob
Heinbechner
Frankie
this seems, when we know thnt tbe Heinbechner-DIVORCE- -H.
D.
ben then double every century) How
atrauge that Christians have so long Terrell, atty. for Plaintiff.
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The Clovis News
The News Printing Company
(Incorporated)

Arthur

E.

Curren,

Entered at the post

Manager.
office

at

as second class
matter under the act of March

Clovis, N.

M.

8. 1879.
TKRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Six Months

$1.00
50c

Least You Forget
Ir January 1913. just a year
ago the Curry county tax payers
league, numbering hundreds of
the largest tax payers in Curry
county was organized.
But
aside from passing a few resolutions and severely criticising
the actions ofsjme of the county
officials, little was done in the
matter of reducing county ex
pense and thereby reducing the
county tax rate. Isn't it about
time to awaken to the fact that
something MUST be done? If a
determined people will work in
unity, something will be done.
Least you forget, we are republishing a copy of the resolutions
of the Tax Payers League, which
was unanimously passed in January, 1913.
RESOLUTION

Whereas,

July

the
County Commissioners of Curry
in

1912

County, New Mexico, did pay to
the Clovis Journal $3,180.00 for
the publication of the delinquent
tax list of Curry county, when
the Clovis News had offered to
do said printing for half that
amount.
Now therefore, be it resolved, that such action on the
part of our County Commissioners was a waste of public funds
and that we protest against such
action by men who were elected
to serve us, and we respectfully
ask and pray that the legislature
of New Mexico now in session
will so amend oir publication
law that it will be compulsory
for commissioners to advertise
for bids for all county printing
and the work let to the lowest
bidder, us there is no more
reason that such work should
not be let, than there is that the
building of court houses, bridges
etc., should not.
One copy ot this resolution to
be mailed the Governor, one to
the Speaker of the House, and
one to uie Presid ert of the Senate.
Business onditions
are showing a marked

in Clovis
improve-

ment lately. All business houses
have a more, of a
appearance and it is a
fact that conditions are in much
better shape than for some time
past. The indications are that
the signs are only a fore runner
to another boom.

The Wells Fargo Express
Company has announced a reduction in rates. If this announcement had been made
severaj years ago, before the
competetive parcels po3t rates
went into effect, some of we
common geezers might have
been more thankful for the

H

Land Going Fast
We wonder how many of our
boys realize that land is going
fast-bo- ys
brought up to think
that in America land can never
be Kcarce, that when they have
played out a t everything else
they can somewhere get a place
of land for nothing and the next
da be a prosperous farmer, can
with difficulty be made to see it.
In 18G5 there were but little over
81.000,000 acres under cultivation in the United States. Today the cu.tivated acres number
236.000,000 and theue acres are
not onlv our best, but they are
fast itoing up in value beyond i he
reach of men of small means.
Keen scented corporations snutf-inthe inevitable battle from

afar

ae turning

their attention

to land, and greedily buying
whole counties with no idea of
ever letting an acre go, but the
boy who thinks he is made for
something higher looks caln ly
on thinking there will be phnty
left for him should he ever nave
to stoop to it. The sons of halt
starved teachers, lawyers, trad
ers and otherc, who are unsucd
cessful in their
callings, aie turning t o our
cheaper lands, sure to find ther t
what they or their parents never
knew before truly independent
homes. There is no place in the
United Slates where such good
level land can be bought for such
little money as right here in
Curry Connty New Mexico.
Practically every foot of it is
tillable and in many instances,
buyers have made double what
the land cost them with the first
years crop, and we have yet to
hear of an instance where it did
not pay 50 percent on the investment where the land was properly cultivated.
This land is yet
selling at from $5.00 to $10.00 an
acre while the same kind of land
on the Texas side of the line is
selling for two or three times
that much. The only difference
is an imaginary line, but some
people think that because i t
happens to be in Texas, it is
Not s o. Curry
worth more.
County land is as good as any in
the Plains, Panhandle of Texas
and rainfall varies but little.
Get wise and buy you a farm
while the price is in rtach of
ordinary means. It will not always remain so and an investment in land is most substantial
that can be made. It cannot be
destroyed or burn up and it is
always enhancing in value.
over-crowde-

e
The failure of two large
firms at Tucumcari following closely on the heels of a
bank failure makes business
conditions in the old town look
rather gloomy at present, but
Tucumcari is so situated, geographically speaking, as to make
it one of the future great railroad centers of the state and it
will come Bgain.
mer-caniil-

Notice to Trespassers
Mv place the North half, Sec.

A town is very much like an
'
individual. To be flourishing, it
must have energy and enterprise. The people i n a town
should remember that the indi
vidual prosperity depends to a

large extent

upon

The ,
First National
Bank
a

the character

of the place in which their bust
Every public
neas i s located
measure should be liberally sup
ported by all, eopecially the
business men. At the present
day there is as much competition
between towns as i here is among
persons and business enter
prises. A man seeking a location will invariably select a town
that is up to the limes, and is
eagerly in favor of every modern
A town in these
improvement.
modern times can't afford to he
peopled with old fogies or ante
d luvian fossils who are contin
ually kicking at every enter
prise.
To make a flourishing
town you must believe in its
future and work for it, encourng
ing every improvement. Make
a special effort to exhibit some
evidence of improvement in your
own work and character. Help
very worthy man, every enterprise, and encourage every good
man to locate in Clovis, which
extends a welcomi Ivwid to all
good citizens wh i desire to locate in the new land ot opportunity. There is not a town in
tne southwest that can beat it
for its age and it is one of the
fewyoung cities with a future.
Take the hint and locate in

Clovis.

Letter From Sanders
Chicago. III..
Feb. 12, 1914.

Editor of the News,
Clovis N. M.
I see your article in the News
of last week, with reference to
the printing of the delinquent
tax list. It shows very clearly
how the 60 called dtmojratic but
plutocratic, county commissioners of Curry County, and that
sleek duck, TomasMabry, whom
the people of Curry County have
honored and trusted, are workgood people of that
ing
County.
I said in my street lecture
there a few months ago, that
the reason our State, County
and City (direct) taxes are so
high, is that our law makers
have wilfully fixed many of thel
State, County and City expenses
too awful high. And I forgot
to say that we had an example
of it there in Curry County, in
the way our County Commissioners and law makers had let the
printing of the delinquent tax
list to one of their pets at over
3.000 dollars, when they could
have gotten it done for half that
amount, or less, by a printer
that was not their pet. It shows
very clearly that for some reason
or other they care more for that
special pet of their's than they
do for their constituents, the
other tax payers of the County.
Throw it into them Arhur,
they deserve it.
It has been snowing the most
of the time here in Chicago, for
two weeks. The snow is piled
up on each side of the streets,
off the side walks 3 and 4 feet
high for miles and miles.

of Clovis is prepared to serve
you in a very satisfactory manner. If you have an important
business transaction see us, we
can likely serve you in more
ways than one.
S. A. JONES, President
J. BOYKIN, Vice President
B. D. OLDHAM, Cashier
A. W. SKARDA, Assistant Cashier
S.

A. W. Hockenhull has been
appointed assistant district attorney to fill the vacancy caused
by the expiration of the term of
J. A. Hall of Port ales. Mr.
Hockir.hull is a Clovis attorney
and is a devout member of the
Bap tist church.
He resigned as
probate judge in order to accept
the appointment from K. K.
Scott, district attorney. He has
an extensive practise and is accredited with having won some
big legal battles before the district courts of this county, havcleared
ing successfully
the
board of County Commissioners
of the chirge of malfeasance in
will
office. His appointment
meet with approval.

DRAY

the

14, Tp. 4 N. R. 34 E. has been
duly posted and published according to law and I take this
method to further notify such
J. M. Sanders.
parties that I will tolerate this
nuisance no longer. Any person
prowling or loitering about my Rabbit Shipping
premises after night without
Season Closed
making
business known,
season has
Farmers day in Clovis was the will do sotheir
shipping
The
rabbit
at their own risk.
greatest success of anything of
closed. In several counties conJ. P. Reichart.
the kind ever attempted in eastsiderable revenue was derived
ern New Mexico. I f other
from this source. Endee, Quay
02, county, shipped 15,000 rabbits
6, blo:k
For Sale-L- ot
counties would now follow the
example of Currjj in this re- Clovis. Make me an offer.
last month and at Tucumcari,
spect, its benefits would soon be C.
H.
McDonald,
Roaring the express on rabbits shipped
3tp
Springs, Texas.
apparent.
out amounted to $400.

Poll Tax Due
Unless you pay before the First
Monday in Aoril, your name will
be delivered to the Justice of the
Peace for collection, according
to law, and of course that means

extra trouble and expense for
you.

Persons who move into this
district after the posting of this
notice, but have not paid their
poll tax elsewhere, must pay
here.
The Attorney General has ruled that Leave of Absence from a
homestead does not excuse one
from the payment of a poll tax
where their homestead is.
This poll tax money belongs to
the school fund of this district.

and TRANSFER
"v

All Kinds of Dray and Transfer Work
Will appreciate a portion of your Patronage

Phone 101.

W. E. PERKINS
2Z
Li

Some Grocery
Prices
20 Pounds Sugar . .
$1.00
"
sack
of
Flour,
48
J. C 1.30
3 Cans of Corn . . . .
25c
2 Cans Tomatoes . . .
15c
1 Q't jar Pure Fruit Pres.
25c
1 Pound can Puie Fruit Jam
10c
" Fancy roast Coffee 17 2
" Evaporated Peaches 10c
" Prunes
25c

1

1--

1

3

HARVEY
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ncci urocers.
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telephone Z5.

1
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REUS LETTERS
Claud Notes

The Havener Headlight
Br Mim Aur Anduuon

W. W. White received a car
of coal Saturday night and from
all appearances, is selling it very
rapidly.
Miss Nellie Willis gave a party
Saturday night for the young
folks of this neighborhood and
fifty persons were there. All
report a very nice time.
Mrs. Hopkins has sufficiently
recovered from having her hand
cut so that she is able to do her
own work now and Amy Anderson is no longer staying there.
The Havener Literary Society
is going to have a box supper
Friday night, the 20th inst. The
proceeds are to pay the expenses
of the society and pay for the
new curtains in the school house.
Prof. C. C. Ford must be get- ting very industrious. He was
too busy to go to Sunday School.
Sunday.
Amy and Grace Anderson were
in Clovis, Saturday.
A correction:
Last week I
said that Mr. and Mrs. George
Birdsall Sr. were visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Zeph Birdsall and I
understand i t was only Mrs.
Birdsall, who was visiting.
Bessie and Dewey Eshleman
visited Mary and George Birdsall
Sunday afternoon.
Nels Anderson is working for
Rev. C. H. Brown near Black-towthis week.
Harry Birdsall
John
Schneberger are unloading coal
for Mr. White, this week.
Henry Eshleman visited home
folks Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeph Birdsall are
the very proud parents of a big
boy, which arrive;! the 17th inst,
Mr. Ross and family arrived
here Saturday from Colorado
where they npent the winter.
Mr. Ross's brother, Jack, came
back here with them.
Amy, Earl and Roy Anderson
were visitors at the Jim Willis
home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hopkins
took dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
C, J.Shoup, Sunday.
W. W. White has had some
handy devices instatled in his

A. J. Koss returned Friday
from a two weeks visit i n
Southern Texas.
W. L. Byrne was i n Clovis,
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Carnes
and Miss Bess Trimble took
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Kennedy. Friday.
rs. Ken
nedy proved to be a splendid
cook and an onlooker could have
testified to the fact that every-on- e
enjoyed themsnlves very
much.
F. A. Rose and Bunch were in
the Claud vicinity Thursday and
Friday.
Misses Ina Works and Lsah
Kreitzburg spent Sunday with
Miss Adah Stahl.
Miss Elizabeth O'Hara spent
Saturday and Sunday with her
people near Claud.

store.

fj

i

rh's

is

the beginning of a

Its the link that maker you a Partner of Progress
In your telephone company (the seven states we serve) there is enough
wire in daily use to extend twenty times around the world
There are

538, 6G6 miles of wire

that are owned and operated

by

your

telephone company.
You and your other partners use it over a million times a day

REMEMBER

You see our business is your business

The
Old Clovis Mill
Threshes, Chops and
Shells all kinds of
Feed, Grinds Meal
or Graham, and also
Gins Cotton.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
'The Corporation Different"

J. B. WAITS,
Proprietor.
Remember The

J
A. C. Fent, of Texico, was in
city with his family on farmthe
There will be a Patriotic SerFebruary 24
day. Mr. Fent has been
ers
Presbyterian
church
Auspices Methodist Ladies Aid vice at the
Curry county land for
farming
on February 22, 7:30 p. m. The
years
and has a well imlive
public is cordially invited to be
proved place in a favorite section
present.
The Celebrated
of the county.
Jeremiah Moore,

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Patriotic Service

Clovis Studio QCHUBERTfL.L

IslUD
and Lady Quartette

Pastor.

UYMPHONY

for all kinds of
PHOTO WORK
Your patronage
solicited

Assisted by the Famous

Entertainrr
MISS HAZEL CORBY

W. E. Copeland

and the American Violin
Virtuoso

Mare and Buggy for Sale
Also child's runabout and har
Did you know the Texas
State Bank of Farwell hat ness (nearly new). This stuff
will go for anyreasonable price.
some of the best and strong
Call or write,
est backing in Texas or New
J. A. Heinbechner,
Mexico and besides that is a
Phone 198, Clovis.
GUARANTY FUND BANK t f np.

Thomas Valentine Purcell

day.

A Musical Entertainment of the
greatest excellence, enjoyable
alike to the musician and
the masses.

l!fP

Prices 75c, 50c, School 35c
DON'T MISS THIS TREAT!
See our program. It speaks for
itself!

in Clovis.

Works.

':-tf--

It is always connected with all the other wires of th? system, and makes
it possible for you to talk wherever you please

Miss Bess Trimble miide a
business? trip to Clovis, Saturday.
The question is: "Who is going to win the basket ball game
Saturday, Claud or Bell?"
R. L Quigles and Sam Pipkin
were Clovis visitors, Saturday.

D. W. Dunn of Texico visited
W. Bell home last Fri-

issiac McCarthy, of Clovis
visited here with Jesse Moore
Thursday and Friday and attended Literary.
There is to be a basket ball
game at the WashingtonTschool
house between Claud and Lincoln
school next Saturday at 2:00
p. m. Lincoln, you are expected
there to root for the winners.
All the men in our district attended Farmers' Day in Clovis,
Saturday.
Master Jesse Bailey of Dalhart,
Texas, i s visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. M.

-

That little pace of wire you see on ycur telephone
big system

Curtis and Moss Boyd
were among the Claud people,
who were in town, Saturday.

at the H.

Leah Kreitzberg.J
Jesse Moore visited over Saturday and Sunday with relatives

Company

WORLD WIRES

Lincoln District News

Miss Ina Works from near
Claud, visited here over Thursday night and Friday with Miss

tlfe?'""
KV&V41
H
W W': M

Territeof kt.
p,jk,

The Mountain

JlrfJStatesTelephone
I and Telegraph

Miss

er

and

U

HOLY SMOKE!
How am I going to wear this?
This is not only the last sock, 5
but the last straw. Next week
i'll begin sending my laundry to
the Clovis Steam Laundry. I
can depend upon their returning
my clothes in first class conditionclean and not full of holes.

Steam
Laundry

Clovis

South Main St.

Phone

48.

The story of every child is
a story of growth and change.

W

Money! Money!
want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.
us at once!

The
Union

Mortgage Co.

Only in pictures can the
story be told, and a record of
the childish features and expressions kept for all time.
A good photograph now and
then, will mean everything to
you and to them in after
years.

We

See

A change too gradual and
subtle for even the watchful
eye of a mother to detect, or
for memory to recall.

ROBINSON

The Photographer in Our Town"

Phone No.

145.

Opposite Post Office.

OKLAHOMA STOCK YARDS EXCHANGE

BLDG.

REMOVAL SALE!

i

:rjV

v.,.--

i

1
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On or about the first of March we will remove our
stock of Ladies' and Children's, Millinery, Etc. into
the LYONS BUILDING adjoining the Southwestern
Drug Store, next door to the best corner in town.

-

OUR NEW GOODS

Mu.lu l,y That .Man Mune, OKI. City.
If you huvo Ilia Idea (but a modern
Stock yard and puckhiK plnut dls-IrlIs a sordid, unsightly place to
be avoided unless compelled by business Interests to visit it, you have a
pleasant disappointment comtiiK to
you when you Join the thousands who
will attend the anuat convention ol
tho
I'anhundlii and Southwestern
Slock men 'b Association which ineetB
in Oklahoma City March

The accompanying picture shows
the building which houses tho Htock
yards olllces, the olllces of tho various
commission linns who buy and sell
live slock, telegraph olllces, a post
office, telegraph station, a big restaurant on second floor and In the basement the pressroom of Ihe Daily Live
Stock News, a publication devoted to
the Oklahoma live stock industry. It
1b located on a beautiful liiwn adja
cent to both packing platits, the stock
yards and thu horso ond mule market.
The Oklahoma City Stock Yards
district Is ono of the most Ideal In Us
arrangement of any In tho country
This fact Is readily accounted for.

The whole district was planned and
executed on ground which was farm-Iiiarea and selected because of Its

They are the latest and
best produced in fashion centers. You should see
our new line of Ladies' Dresses, Coats and Waists.

are arriving on every train.

natural adaptability for this purpose.
Visitors to the convention will enjoy Its broad streets and plaaa, Its
beautiful lawns and symmetrical architecture.
During the entire time of the convention a live stock show will be In progress. This will attract the best breeders of the southwest and during the
week of the convention hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth of breed-lustock will change hands.
On the afternoon of the second day
of the convention an "Excursion of
all guests of the city will he run from
the city to the yards, over the splen
did double track electric street rail
way line that traverses the boulevard
that connects tbe city proper with the
It is expected
stock yards district.
that on this afternoon more than six
thousand peoplo will tour the District and Inspect Its many all ructions.
An abundance of bund music, free
transportation and other Items of hos-p- i
i ul it y will characterize
this event.

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT

We are . expecting Mrs. Osborne to return any day
from eastern markets where she has been to buy her
Several big boxes have already
Spring Millinery.
arrived. She has taken time to make a good and
careful selection. Special prices on all Winter Goods

i

W. A. Foyil, who was former-Sevmore Helsley
Miss
ly connected with
Clovis Estella Zeck, both of Cameron,
National Hank and who recently !N. M., were united in marriage
organized and disposed of h bank by Justice of the Peace, R. L.
at Albuqucique, is organ zing a'pryor, on the 10th. day of Feb.
uuriK wue located ac lurumcar.
He is enlistinir stockholders and
Are you tired of having your
perfecting arrangements for ihe fi ms ruined by amateurs, ect,?

and

1

the

organization there.

Grisamore & Osborne

A. L. Funs, of Roswell, missionary of the American Sunday
School Union for New Mexico,
has organized six Sunday Schools
in the State since the first of the
year.

Try Robinson, prices right.
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A THREE MILLION DOLLAR OKLAHOMA ATTRACTION
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Noted Singer Coming to Clovis
Appears Tuesday Evening, Feb. 24th. Under Auspices of
Methodist Church.
Photo by 'l'lmt Man Mone, Ok

I.

City.

One of the "Magnets" that will attract live stock raisers of the great
southwest to the annual convention of
the Panhandle and Southwestern
Stockmens' Association, which Is to
be held in Oklahoma City March
Is the splendid packing plant of the
Sultberger & Sons Co.
Those who recall other packing
plants they have seen or pictures of
them will note that this one Is different In that It covers less ground
ocordlng to Its capacity than others
but that the buildings are much higher. It is familiarly known as tbe
"Sky Scraper" packing plant of the
country. The main group of buildings Is nine stories high. This arrangement gives compactness to the
Whole Institution and, by use of elevators allows the handling of products
from the top o' the buildings down to
the ground floors, taking advantage
of gravltr Instead of moving produrts
for long dlstsnces on level.
The top floor of the wing of the
Bialn building which ehows In the ac
Immediately to
eompAnvlPfi-nlctur'o
,iKn 1,
e

Apparent.

.

,

are taken up In a big double elevator
working In a steel skeleton framework
which shows plainly In the picture.
From this high elevation the carcasses and other products of the animals
sre worked downward until they reach
a finished product stage on various
floors.

The capacity of the hog depaatment
Is 2.500 per day. At the extreme right
and in the background of the picture
Ihe cattle shute Is shown. The cattle
are driven from the pens up the long
Incline to the fourth story of another
wing of tbe main group of buildings
where they are slaughtered. This department has a capacity of 1,600 animals per day.
One of the most Interesting departments of this big concern Is that In
which poultry is killed, dressed and
packed for shipment. Thousands of
birds are handled daily with such dispatch as to amass tbe uninitiated.'
A great many sheep are also handled in this plant, though as yet this
brnnch of the live stock Industry In
this section has not been largely developed.

The plant cost three millions of
dollars, Hi of reinforced concrete con

struction throughout and Is a model
of sanitation and scrupulous cleanliness. Tbe photograph from which the
accompanying illustration wa made
waaa taken Just after the plane was
completed and before the grounds
were cleaned of the builders' equipment. A wall now surrounds the entire works and tbe ground are beautifully parked.
Visitors are always welcomed and
guides are constantly on duty to
by scores
visitors, who com
every day, through tbe Intricate ways
of Its many department. Special preparation for entertainment of visit'
ora will be msde during the Stockmens' Convention, for thousands will
be eager to Inspect the "Factory"
where their live stock is converted Into "finished products."
The stock pen shown In th foreground of the picture are a very
small part of the Immense modern
yards of the Oklahoma National Stock
These ysrds cover
Yards Company.
of ground, are paved
160
acre
throughout with vitrified brick laid In
concrete and are Ideally arranged for
handling and feeding '.ock under the
best sanitary condition.

The

Stockmen

and their friends are going to be in

Oklahoma City

eon-du-

during the Convention, March 3rd, 4th and 5th, and
BE THERE STRONG!
On March l?t, 2nd and 3rd you can get a round trip
ticket from CLOVIS for $15.30. The return limit March
16th. Ask me about that SPECIAL TRAIN.

Phone 156 or call

tyg

at office.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

a

PROFESSIONAL
fll Alex Shipley, Pres.
Fred W. James. Vice Pres.

J.

v

g

J.

R.

C.

Nelson. Cashier

Hull. Ass't Cashier

The Clovis National Bank

g
8

of Clovis, New Mexico

li

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $28,000.00
'

u

"The Bank That Accomodates"

g

R. R. DUNCAN

g

"S

WANTS YOUR BUSINESS

Time Table

Dr. Gibson, Osteopath.
Among
some of those, who
No.
' farmers day meeting
attended
KanChicago,
113.. Ar. from
and who enrolled on the News
sas city, Wichita, Amarillo
10:50 a. m. lists were Messrs. Bauer, Helm,
and points east
Calkins. Storm, Hopper, Elliott,
113.. Dep. for Melrose, Fort
Ross, Pierce and Daves.
Sumner, Vaugn. Mountain-ai- r,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L Await and
Belen, Albuquerque
Miss Gracella. left
daughter,
m.
a.
west
.11:20
points
and
Tuesday for Sherman, Texas,
114..Ar. from Pecos, Carlswhere Mrs. A wait's father is rebad, Roswi'll and Portales
ported very sick.
1- -t

,.

10:55 a. m.

114.. Dep. for Amarillo, Wich-

Notice of Sale of Real Estate

Quality Groceries

O.

Await You Here

NEW MEX.

Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to disenses of
the Eye, Ear, Nosa and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Over Flrat National Bonk.
I'honeTM. Knldvne Phont 5.

New Mex.

Clovis,

D. D.

Swearingin

at the firm of Dr. Pmlry

Bwuirlngln

of Rotwell

will be in Clovis from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H.

The Kind That
Make
Hunger Disappear!

Here the Pure Food Laws Obtain,
Those with appetites on the wane,
Get them quickly back again!
Chase & Sanborns Coffees and Teas
Staple and Fancy Groceries
of All Kinds
FREE DELIVERY

R GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
ita, Kansas citv, Chicago
WHEREAS, on the 27th day Office jerSkidmore Drug Store
11:45a. m.
and points east
of October, 1913. in an action
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
117..Ar. from Chicago, Kanpending in the District Court of
sas city, Wichita, AmarilNew Mexico.
lovis,
lo and points east. .12:15 a. m. Curry County. New Mexico, in
which Chas. E. Dennis, as Rel,
117.. Dep. for Portales,
American Bank &
ceiver
Carlsbad and Pecos
m. d.
plaintiff and Noel L.
Co.
was
Trust
11:25 a. m.
B. Pond and Emma Pond were
...Physician & Surgeon...
118.. Ar. from Albuquerque,
said cause being
defendant,
Sumner,
Ft.
Mountainair,
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
numbered (itfi! on the civil dock
Res. 219.
Office phone 53.
Melrose and points west
judgment,
court,
a
said
of
et
4:30 a. m.
order and decree of sale was
...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
118.. Dep. for Amarillo. Wichand entered of record CL0VI3,
rendered
New Mex.
Chicago
ita, Kansas city,
wherein the said plaintiff recov
and points on Coleman
cut-o- ff
4:35 a. m. ered judgment against the said
sum o f
defendants in
rentine, in the above suit:
attorney's
including
$2,785.00,
John Gilley, chief engineer'
You will take notice that a
of
costs
suit,
together with
and architect of Western Lines fees,
has been filed against you
suit
decree
and
judgment
which
said
and L. R. Borden, wtere in the
in the District Court of the
in
record
o
the
f
was
entered
city Saturday looking over the
district, Curry
records of said court in Book C Fifth Judicial
work at the hospital.
at page 415, and in which judg County New Mexico, in which
Mrs Mary Deemer stopped ment and decree the real estate W. T. Shannon is plaintiff and
over between trains Monday, on hereinafter described was order R. E. Turrentine is defendant
her way from Demeng to t h e ed sold to satisfy said judgment and No. 720 on the docket of
said court.
southern states.
and costs.
You are further notified that
is
notice
THEREFORE,
NOW
Mrs. Charlie White was hostunder- the general objects of said suit
given
the
hereby
that
people,
at
young
ess to a dozen
as follows:
her home on Meriwether street, signed a s Special Master of are
To secure a judgement against
said
to
Court,
the
obedience
in
Thursday evening.
judgment, order and decree the said defendant, R. E. TurRoy McCarthy and Jerry Bris- rendered in said cause, will on rentine on a certain promissory
coe returned from Roswell, the 24th day of February, 1914, note for the principal sum of
Wednesday, where they had
at the hour of two o'clock in the $246.00 together with interest
been attending Federal Court afternoon, at the south door of on the same at 8 per cent per
Q H. Fortner and Miss Millie the courthouse, in the City of annum from Feb. 17th 1913,
Clovis, Curry County, New Mex- and 10 per cent on the amount
Buff man, of Portales,
married, Tuesday 17th. at the ico, offer and expose for sale, at due as attorneys fees, and to
to the highest foreclose a real estate mortgage
Court House, by Justice of the public outcry,
bidder,
in hand, the securing said note on the folNoble.
cash
for
Peace. J. P.
following described real estate, lowing real estate
of the
East one half ( E
situated in Curry County, New
(NE
Mexico, to wit: The N E 4 Northeast
of Section 1, Township 3 North, of Section thirty five (35) in
Range 35 East, subject to a prior Township three (3) north of
mortgage to secure a note in the Range thirty one (31), East of
sum of $400.00 executed to Silas New Mexico principal meridian
LAND LAWYER
Threlkeld. also the N W 4 of in Curry County New Meeico.
You are further notified that
Section 6, Township 3 North,
Range
36 East, subject to a prior if you fail to appear or plead in
Admitted to practice as
mortgage to secure note in the this cause on or before, the 30th
agent before U. S. Land
sum of $500.00. executed to The day of March 1914, judgement
Office and departments at
Union Mortgage Co.. also Lots 1, will be rendered against in you
Washington.
2 and 3 in Block 44 and Lot 11 in said cause by default and the
Block 37, i n the North Park plaintiff will apply to the court
Eight years experience
for the relief sought in the comAddition to the City of Clovis.
as U. S. Commissioner
January,
of
day
Register
29th
herein.
plaint
the
as
years
This
and two
W. A. Havener is attorney
1914.
U. S. Land Office at Fort
Chas. A. Scheurich,
for the plaintiff and his P. O.
Sumner.
Special Master of Court and business address is Clovis,
Legal documents of all
New Mexico.
J 29- -F 19
kinds carefully drawn.
In witness whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixNotice of Suit
of said court this
In the District Court of ed thedayseal
of Jan. 1914.
Curry County New Mexico. 21st
A. L. Await,
No. 720.
County Clerk
(Seal)
By W. C. Zerwer,
W. T. Shannon, Plaintiff, vs.
Deputy.
R. E. Turrentine. Defendant.
J22-F1New Mexico.
Clovis,
TurTo the defendant, R. E.
Ros-wel-

for

of Quality Groceries

DR. A. L. DILLON

Office

Don't forget that Ostepathy is
the safest and best treatment
for all children's diseases.

P.

HOME

THE

I

DENTIST
Office Opposite
Phone 89.

CLOVIS,

U

u

f

A. Dickman,

....

J. R. FROST & SONS
Oteopathy is the only treatThe Ladies of the Christian
ment
your
that is worth mentioning
church desire that you save
old papers, as they are getting for diseases of women.
Gibson, Osteopath.
up a car load to send to a pulp
mill, for the benefit of the buildFetereta seed for sale. One
mile east and three north.
ing funds.
J. N. Parrett.
finishing,
kodak
For the best
try Robinson, opposite postoffice. M. 28th.
1--

FLEMING, BAKER Agency
Fire Insurance, Bonds
Rentals and Loans

the

Complete Atstracts of Title to all lands and
town lots in Curry County. You need the best
Fire Insurance you can buy. Our aim is Service and Accuracy and your

PROTECTION

A gen is Southwestern

Savings, Loan & Building Association

NEW MEXICO.

CLOVIS,

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS,
First Class Work.
112

1--

2

South Main

St

Props.

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

were

to-w- it:

1--

one-four- th

Arthur E. Curren

1--

Q

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone

Day Phone 14.

38.

1--

t

Office in
News Building

I

Phone No. 36

Next Door to P. O.

Moran Drug Go
Remember
the Place,

the Drugs,
the Sundries.
Also remember the dainty SANDWICHES served

with HOT CHOCOLATE

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
Needed Supply of Oitmtil.
It li tbs nature of an Irlabman to
glv a spice of whimsical humor to

commonplace Incident or observation.
Pat ai crossing a broad, ahallow
stream, carrying a bag of oatmeal upon hli back. Mike watched him from
the bank. Now, a hole bad broken In
the bottom of the bag, and aa Pat
moved the oatmeal trickled down In
thin rivulot Into the water.
"Pat," ahouted Mike from the bank,
I'm thinking If the oatmeal Isn't
plenty wltb you, you'll have thin

Hot Springs
Liver Buttons

iltii

first-cla-
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Tha Kind You Have
Always Bought
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Bears the
Signature

Promotes Digclion,Cheerful-nes- s
and Rest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
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perfect Remedy forConsllpa-lio.

Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,

Worms .Convulsions.Feverish-ncs- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP

For Over

Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company.

NEW YORK.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
So There, Nowl

instinctively what,
will bo toniptcd to commit
when they Irani that the new acquisition of the riiilllus' pitching stun Is an
Indian who, when his parents gave
blm the "once over" promptly labeled
blui Hen Tincup and sent him out into
the world, we hasten to niako a cleanup and sot lie the matter definitely and
finally by saying that It Is the general
conviction tiial he has a good handle;
that he never gete full; that it will
take a good batter to put a dent in
him: that lie is brimming ovor with
"stuff." that he Is no relative of the
pitcher that want once too often to
the well; he can't be rattled; he will
Dot take water, and besides all this,
we iiudcrHtiind he Is no giddy joke at
Having disposed of which we
that.
will now proceed to the more serious
work of the day. Philadelphia
Knowing

s

soft hearted man always gets tbe
worxt. of It when lie has occasion to
tranaiot business with a hard beaded
A

Electrically Lighted Hens.
world-widtendency
toward shorter hours for tbe worker,
a determined effort is being made In
England to make the ben work overtime. The motto of the movement la
"A longer working day for hens." It
has current Interest Just now because
of the row over the high price of
eggs Hie purpose of tbe "longer day"
obviously being a larger crop of eggs
per hen. Mr; William H. Cook has, for
nearly a year, kept bis poultry house
lighted artificially In the early morning and evening. He uses 300 Incandescent electric lamps, and has them
so arranged that he can Imitate sunrise and sunset by turning them on
or off gradually.
In tliu fuce of a

e

Import Cobble Stone,
necause of a lack of accessible
quarries from which to obtain paring material, Brazil Is forced to Import cobble stone for lta streets from
Portugal.
Ted

one

Landad.
Do you think flirting Is dan-

gerous?
Ned Yes; I'm going to be married
and Collin ennnot held out against
Ihmi'i MeiitlmldU'd Cnuuli lroi. A mule next week.
doto uivti reiiet 5c nl all Druititista.
Putnam Fadeless Dyes do not stain
Just before Christinas the dnys are
the bands. Adv.
shortest the men. after Christmas.
man
A woman sighs with regret;
a man
In order to lay up money
sighs with relief.
rmiRt salt down his coin.
Coughs

m

I!

ETsry holiness man kno-e- s how difficult It Is to keep th pigeon holss snd drawers
knows
of his desk free frm the accumulation of useless papers, fcvery hooeewlfsmanner
how difficult it is) to keep her huts free from the accumulation of allfrou.
keep
the
dilHco.lt
tree
Is
body.
to
it
It
is
with
the
So
it
things.
of lueleu
accumulation of waste matter. Unices the waate is promptly eliminated the machinilia,
Dumas
ef
This
is
Bwst
beguuuag
clogged.
the
becomes
body
soon
Ute
ery of

DR. PIERCE'S

DISCOVERY
GOLDEN MEDICAL
Tablet er Lie4 ream)

Oa
Aoeleta His stomach in tbe proper diireettoa of food, which Is tamed Into through
dupoeedof
poisonous waste matter is
aW
and women clear-berte- d
your rejuvenat- e-.
Is
for
Now
the
time
iothom tie heal and strength of youth.
Send 60 cents tar a trial box of thla meuidne.
for Dr. PienVa Ciwiej Seeee MxHeel
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Btrlel Bsautlfy Your Halrl Make
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
the Moist Cloth.

Muat ef Necessity Be Attractive In
Appearance to Be Thoroughly En- Joyed, and Its Food Value is
Also to Be Considered.

AUee.laMjes.seee

Fiaeca.

i

el

leaiea,

It Is considered bad taste when
dining to show tbe least concern Id
regard to tbe courses following tht
one being served, yet a few people
show courage enough sometimes to
ask what the dessert may be. One
college girl used to ask tbe maid U
tell her whenever mince pie was tc
be served.
This girl understood tbe food valut
of that piece of mince pie and she
knew If she wished to partake of It
she must curtail the couraes preceding. An ordinary piece of mince pie
Is equal In food value to a piece ol
potato and
roast beef, a medlum-slsea slice of bread, with a liberal amount
of butter.
There are two extremes: Desserts
far too heavy unless their real food
value Is known and the rest of the
meal Is planned accordingly, and dessert too light to satisfy the hunger
unless a sufficient supply of other
things be eaten. What place, then,
have desserts In the diet? Do tbey
serve a purpose or are they simply
waste efforts?
Perhaps there Is no portion of tbe
meal which requires more time, more
thought In planning and more care In
An
preparation than the dossert
Ideal dessert must be well flavored
and attractive In appearance If It la
to be above criticism. The appetite
Is to some extent appeased and hence
appearance and flavor are means of
of
A piece
"tickling the palate"
meat may be practically ruined In
cooking and yet be eaten with disappointment, perhaps; but a poorly
prepared dessert will be left untouched. A dessert falling In Its essential quality, Its appeal to the appetite, can be considered a waste of
effort always.
Tbe one essential which makes a
dessert a product well worth the
time, care, thought and actual cost,
or makes It simply a waste effort
from every standpoint, is the knowledge of Its true food value, then
making It serve Its purpose In that
respect.
A housekeeper should have a little
table of desserts carefully classified
for constant reference or written out
In tabular form, arranging her stock
of successful
desserts Into three
classes, perhsps, aa heavy, medium
and light. Then she should consider
whether the dinner she Is planning Is
high In food value or low and supply
the kind of dessert that will make a
meal.
The following
table will Illustrate such a classification:
Heavy Desserts Pies, rakes and
cookies, suet puddings, rich shortcakes, rtcb Ice cream preserves.
and
Medium
Desserts Custards
soufflues, rice, cornstarch, sago, tapioca pudding.
Light Desserts Speedy and stewed
fruits, plain gelatine Jelly, junket.
Cucumber-Tomat-

o

It

""

t

Tor Infants and Children.

PER CENT
ANogt'Uile Preparation for Assimilating the Food ami Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

FREE FROMDANDRUFF

IMPORTANT AT EITHER FORMAlj
OR FAMILY DINNER.

Make You Feel Fine

If yon want to tone np your liver, put
shape, drive
your stomach in
all impurities from tbe bowels, and feel
like a real fltfhter iu less than a week.
box of HOT bPBlNUtj
Eet a UUTTONS
You can eat and digest a hearty meal
Ton will be free from beatlncho, that
lacy
will go, the ambition that
Natural One.
you once possessed will return, if you
"They told me I could find a game will use little chocolate coated HOT
8 PR IN (IS LI VKU BUTTONS
tenter here."
"So you can. Here's my pointer's aa directed.
For constipation there is nothing so
nobe."
aafe, soelllciiintaud so joyfully satisfying They drive away pimples, blotches
Balking at That.
and sallowness by purifying the blood.
"Come, we must call on Miss Old- - You must surely get a box. Fqr free
toe
girl. You inuHt
the mark."
sample write Hot Springs Chemical Co.,
lt'H the inifltlftoe."
"Not
Hot Springs, Ark.

JPlllL

DESSERT NEEDS STUDY THICK, GLOSSY HAIR

n ppllcatlon
you ""I.
Try
f Danderlne, you cannot find a single
trace of dandruff or falling balr and
your scalp will not Itch, but what will
please you most, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you so new hair,
fin and downy at first yes but really new balr growing all over the

scalp.
a
A little Danderlne Immediately
the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
craggy, Just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. Tbe effect Is Immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an
appearance of abundance; an Incomparable luster, softness and luxuriance, the beauty and shimmer of true
balr health.
Got a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'i
Danderlne from any store and prove
that your hair Is as rretty and soft
as any that It has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatmont that'
dou-ble-

alt

A. B.

Sherman

Rlohardi Medicine Co.
Toxaa

tStTrVrrn

X
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wee the yield ol WHEAT
en many farms in
Western lanauain
15)13. soma yieuie
being retained

100,-00- 0

Natural.
"Audience llko a lot of spirit
acting."
"Yes. they fairly drink It In."
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Tnnuaanfl'a off almllar In
i einrM miirht ha related of the
hunieeteadera in Manitoba. Saa- f katchewan
and Alberta.
Th rmn of 1913 was an sbun
'
dint ons everywhere la Western
Canada.
Art for deecrlDtlre literature snd
' reduced railway rates.
Apply to
Superintendent of Immigration,
Ottawa, Canada, or

u
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We generally have more sympathy
for the under, dog than we have for
the small potato.

Canadian Government Agent
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Praise Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Women from the Atlantic to the Facific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so 6mall
but that some woman has written words of thanks for
health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. No woman who is suffering from the ills peculiar
to her sex should rest until she has given this famous remedy
a trial. Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
these women it will do for any sick woman ?

Wonderful Case of Mrs. Stephenson,
on the Pacific Coast.
IjrnjtPirfDBNcn, OitrooN. "I wis ulnk with what fowr

doctor

called Nervous Prostration, vtm treated by them for aoveral Teara.
would lie better for a wbilo tlion back in the old way again. 1 had
palpitation of the heart very bad, fuintinp; btk'IIk, and was so nervous
that a spoon dropping; to the floor would nenrly kill mo, could not
lift the lightest weight without milking me sick ; in fact was about as
sick and niinerable as a person could do. I saw your medicines advertised and thought I would try thorn, and am so thankful I did for
they helped me at onen. I took aliout a down bottles of Lydia E.
IlnkUntn's Vegetable (.Compound and also used tho hnnatlve Wash.
Since then I have used them whenever I felt sick. Tour remedies
are the only doctor I employ. You are at liliorty to publish this lcU
ter." Mrs. W. STapngsisoN, Indcpendenoe, Oregon.

Jellied Salmon Salad.
Take a pint of canned aalmon,
Arain and remove the ekln and bone.
Mince fine, add a tablespoon of lemon
Juice, a darn of red pepper, a teaspoon
of minced parsley and salt to taste.
Mix together snd bind with your favor-ltsalad dressing and a tablespoon of
powdered gelatine dissolved In a quarter of a cupful of water. Pill small
molds and sot them on Ice to chill
quickly.
Turn out on crisp lettuce
leaves. Gnmleh wltb olives and serve
with mayounalse or cucumber sauce.

A

a

Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.

Ilononofr, Jin. " I feci it a duty I owe to all suffering women to
tell what I.vilia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did for mo. One
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. 1 had pains In birth sides
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times. My
bock ached. I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
then I would be so tired mornings thut I could Beared get around.
to moxo or do a bit of work and I
It seemed almost impossible
thought I never would 1 any tatter until I submitted to an operataking
Lydia
commenced
K Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
tion. I
and soon felt like a new wnnntn. I hud no pains, slept well, had good
appetite and was fat and could do almost all my own work for a family of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good health to your
medic hie." Mrs. Haiwahd fciowwia, llodgdun, iluiiio.

Pita for the Classic.
Violet went to the games on Field

Modern Grammar.
The perfect Infinitive of the verb
"to Invest" Is 'to Investigate." New
Orleans Picayune.

Hunt' Llgbtnlni Oil quickly relieve
the pain. Tbe Hurting and Aching stop
almost instantly. A truly wonderful remedy
for those who suffer. It Is sstonishing how
the pain fades away the moment Hunt's
Lldbtnlns Oil come in contact with it
So many people are praising It, that yon
can no longer doubt For Cuts, Burns,
Bruises snd Sprains it Is simply fine. All
dealers sell Hunt's Lldbtning Oil in
ss and 50 cent bottles or by mail from

1

Take one large ripe cucumber, peel
and slice. Place In an enamel kettle
with a tablespoonful of salt, cover
with hot water and bolt until tender.
Tben take three large ripe tomatoes
and remove their skins. After draining the water from the cucumbers,
cut tomatoes up and put In wltb tbe
cucumbers. Add one cup of vinegar
and a small cup of sugar, boll until
the tomatoes are done; If not salt
enough, add a little, also a few whole
cloves and allspice. Mis a dessertspoonful of potato flour with some
cold vinegar and stir Into the mixture after coming to a good boiling
point Can hot. This makes a little
over a pint Jar full.

Post

Hit-dachas-

Adv.

Serum Cuts Down Mortality..
In I'nrls, from 18S0 to 1K93, before
the discovery of the
scrum, diphtheria killed an average
of 1,721 persons a year, 2.244 deaths
In 1882 and 1.26(1 In 1890 being the
maximum.
After Houx discovered
his serum, the average of death
dropped to 348, with a maximum of
730 In 1901 and a minimum of 174
In 1906. Tbus, tbanks to serotherapy,
now only one death Instead o!
there
five, and In some years one Instead of
seven, or a mortality of six per
Inhabitants.
In 1895, soon after the serum came
Into use In Paris, the mortality fell
to 9.7 per 100,000, while lu London It
was 15.6; In Ilerlfn, 60.1, and In St.
,
Petersburg, 89.1.

Relish.

day and arrived Just as the discus
throwers were exhibiting their prowess, "it's lovely, perfectly lovely,"
she said to her escort, "but why are
those men over there throwing with
those old opera hat?" New

,
Suffer From
Neuralgia, Rheumatism

Why

'

For SO years Lydia E. rinlcham's Vegetable
Compound hus been the stnndunl remnily forfo-mal-e
ill. No one sick wrlth woman's ailmfnU
doe Justice to herself If shedws not try this famous medicine made from root and herbs. It
lia restored so many suffering women to health.
sWrttetoI,TniA E.PIXKHAVsfEllinXErO.
fL-(COSHDF.MIAI.) l.VNM, MASH., for ad vice.
V
nornied, read and answered
Your letter will he
by woman and held la strict conildunce.

Tsrill

1
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OVIS. NEW

USES FOR THE MARSHMALLOW
Dellelou
Sweet 8indwih May Bt
Mid From Confection
Good In
Either 8alad or Deeeert.
A new and delicious sweet sandwich
li made bb followa: Melt aome
In a granite dlsb In hot water, add two tableepoonfula of eyrup
from preaerred ginger, one tablespoon-fu- l
of finely chopped ginger and tbe
aame of finely ground walnuts or almond. Mil well together and iproad
on thin buttered bread.
For a dainty salad use diced
walnut mean, aeeded white
grapea and a few cherrlea to give a
touch of color. Serve In a neat of green
and juet before aervlng cover with
awcetened lemon Julae and, If dealred,
a dash of sherry.
For a dessert make a plain lemon
Jelly. Juet a It begins to aet, beat
In a cup of diced marabmallows. Berve
with whipped cream.
A delicious deeeert
Is made
by
cooping out the Inside of stale cup
cakes. Fill the cakes with marahmal-low- s
cut very One, just a dasb of lemon
and a spoonful of any good jam. Put
In a hot oven juat before aervlng, beat
quickly and serve with any pudding
aauce or cream.
Something fine te made from an
angel cake baked In layers and put together with chopped nuts and

ALBERTA

GAS, DYSPEPSIA
AND

INDIGESTION

marsh-mallo-

marah-mallow-

marsh-mnllow-

Squares of bot gingerbread, put together with diced marshmallowe and
any tart jelly, makes a dessert that Is
sure to meet with approval.
BOTH

FRUIT FRESS AND SIEVE

Invention Particularly Useful During
the Tims of Putting Up
for Winter.
Dell-oacl-

A Pennsylvania man has patented
a preaa and sieve to be used in the
preparation of fruit and vegetables for
the table and for the making- of jellies. A metal frame holds a
sieve, wblch la removable. A

"Pape's Diapcpsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs in five
minutes

Time Itl

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain
ono or a harmful one your stomach
Is too valuable; you mustn't injure It.
Pape's Dlapepsln Is noted for Its
speed In giving relief; Its hurmless-ness- ;
Its certain unfailing action In
regulating sick, sour, gussy stomachs.
Its millions of cures In Indigestion,

dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made It famous the world
over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
your home keep It hundy get a large
t
case from any dealer and
then If anyone should eat something
wblch doesn't agree with them; if
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes
ditzlncss and nausea; eructations of acid and undigested
as soon as Pape's Dlapepsln
comes In contact with the stomach all
such distress vanishes. Its promptness, certainty and ease In overcoming
the worst stomach disorders Is a revelation to those who try It. Adv.
fifty-cen-

bead-ach-

food-reme- mber

Crasy Snake an Exile.
To live during the remainder of his
Ufa with an alien tribe In order that
he may rsrnpe the restraint of civilization and enjoy the liberty and freedom of his fathers Is the fate of Chltlo
liarjn, tho Snake Indian chief, who
led bis people In revolt against the
federal and state gomernments In ths
Creek Indian country of Oklahoma in
1909. He Is now with the Nlagre Indians In Bolivia, who apeak a language
similar to that of the Creeks and who
enjoy much the same liberties the
North American Indians once
hunt through the Andes and fish
along the Dasuguadero and In the waters of Lake Tltlcaca.
GRANDMA

USED SAGE TEA
HER GRAY HAIR

TO DARKEN

8h Mad Up a Mixture of Sage Ta
and 8ulphur te Bring Back Color,
Gloss, Thickness.

Handy

In

Preserving Tim.

handle with a roller attachment I
locked
Into place by two thumb
screws on tbe frame, but la left free
to move up and down and back and
forth In the bowllike cavltay of the
sieve and presa through the latter the
fruit or vegetables It holds. In tbe
case of fruit, for lastance. It presses
out tbe substance and leaves the skins
behind, and for vegetables It comes in
handy to mash potatoes and perform
such duties. A tray or a bowl beneath
the press catchea the substance that
cornea through the sieve.
Don't Hurry Vinsgsr.
In a cool cellar cider that has had
"mother," or cider vinegar, added to It

reaches a marketable condition a
whole year aooner than when "mother" bas not been added. But vinegar
should never be added to cidor that
bas not completed alcoholic fermentation, because the power of the acid
doesn't belp the work at all. Some
farmers make a practice of adding
fresh apple Juice to other vinegar
atock wishing to "make vinegar quickly." It won't make.' Tbe sugar of the
Juice has first to undergo alcoholic
ferment before ttie acetic fermentation
can begin. Otherwise the apple Juice
only checks and prevents the working.
Chestnut Salad.
The chestnuts are shelled, blanched,
peeled and boiled gently In salted water until they are mealy. Then drain
and pour over tbem, while yet warm,
little French dressing. Bet aside to
cool. Do not mix until ready to send
to the table. Then have ready an equal
quantity of aweet oranges cut In dice
and dressed with oil and lemon Juice,
a pinch of salt and a dash of paprika.
Add a few spoonfuls of wblppod cream
to a good stiff mayonnaise and blend
all together.
Would Still Be Unsatisfied.
The woman who la sorry for herself
oecause she had to earn her living outside the home Is the very woman who
would be sorry for herself earning her
living Jnalde the home. "Autobiography of a Happy Woman," In Saturday Evening Post.
Gossip of the Aristocracy,
"I thought that girl would become

social queen."
"80 did I. But she missed It hv marrying a Prince of Good Fellows Instead
of a king of Franca,"

Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur, properly compounded, brings back the nuturul color and
lustre to the hair when faded, atreaked
or gray; also ends dandruff. Itching
scalp and stops falling hair. Years
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to muko It at borne, wblch Is
mussy and troublesome. Nowadays,
by asking at any store for "Wyeth's
Sago and Sulphur Hair Remedy," you
will get a large bottle of this famous
old recipe for about 50 cents.
Don't stay gray! Try It! No one
can possibly tell that you darkened
your hair, as It does It so naturally
and evenly. You dampen a sponge or
soft brush with It and draw this
through your bnir, taking one small
strand at a time; by morning the gray
balr disappears, and after another application or two, your hair becomes
beautifully dark, thick and glossy. Adv.

i
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EX ICO, NEWS

CROP YIELDS

At MacLeod, Alt,, weather condition were excellent all through the
season. Ninety per cent, of tbe wheat
up to Oct. 1st graded No. 1, the only
No. 2 being rail wheat. The yield
ranged from 20 to 40 bushels per acre;
with an average of 28. Oats yielded
well, and barley about 60 bushels.
Inverary Is a new district In Alberta. Here wheat graded No. 2 and
some of It went 0 bushels to lb acre,
oats going about Tfi bushels.
Lethbridge correspondent says: "In
the Monarch district tbe yield on summer fallow Is averaging thirty-livbushels, a large percentage No. 1
northern."
"All spring grains are yielding better than expected In the Milk river
district, aoutb. A 300 aero field of
Marquis wheat gave 41', bushels.
"Experimental farm results on grain
sown on Irrigated land place 'Red Fife'
wheat in the banner position, with a
yield of 69.40 bushels per acre. Oat
yielded 132 buabels to the acre.
"John Turner of Lethbridge grew
barley that went 60 bushels to the
acre.
"Red Fife averages In weight from
60 to 68 pounds, and at Rostbern the
Marquis wheat will run as blgb aa 61
pounds to the bushel, while a sample
of Marquis wheat at Areola weighed
no less than 68 pounds to tbe bushel.
This variety la grading No. 1 hard."
Calgary, Alta., Oct. 8. The problem of handling Alberta's big grain
crop I becoming a serious one, and
there I a congestion at many points
In southern Alberta. One thousand
cars could be used Immediately. Tbe
C. P. R. prepared for a normal year,
while the yield of grain waa everywhere abnormal, with an Increased
acreage of about 23 per cent
show
Moose Jaw, Bask., return
some remarkable yields.
Uassano, Alta., Sept. 26, '13. Individual record crops grown In Alberta
Include 1,300 acre Held of spring wheat
grown near Uassano which went thirty-five
bushel to tbe acre and weighpounds to tbe bushel.
ed sixty-siNoble, Alta., Oct 1, '13. All record
for the largcat ahipment of grain by
one farmer will be broken tbla year
If the estimate of C. S. Noble of Noble,
Alberta, proves correct Mr. Noble
bas notified the Canadian Pacific Railway here that he will bave 360,000
bushels of grain, chiefly barley and
oats, ready for shipment very shorte

ly.

L. Anderson Smith, writing to a
friend In the Old Country, locuted at
Klllam, Alberta, Bays:
"Anyone taking up land will And Alberta an Ideal province. The soil Is
rich black loam, varying from 6 to 12
Inches In depth. The land here In
.this district Is not wholly open prairie.
At Intervals, sometime closely, sometime widely scattered, there are
small plots of poplar and willow.
These generally grow round some
email depression In the land, and the
snow drift here In the winter and
melt In tho spring filling these
sloughs (province "slews") with soft
water. Nearly all these sloughs bave
old buffalo tracks to them, for it was
from them that they always got their
water. The poplars are very useful
for building barns and
Wild grasses are plentiful, wnlle tame
grasses, such as timothy, brome and
western rye grass do remarkably well.
Oxone Chicks.
Advertisement.
A poultryman of Walthatn, Mass.,
Is using electrlo oionlzrrs to reduce
Woman Freemason.
mortality In the hatching and brood
Will the
reforms in the
Ordinarily 24 to 40
Ing of chirks.
hours elapse from the time the first constitution of Freemasonry now unchick peeps forth from its shell until der consideration lend to the admistbe last one appears. Hut the use of sion of women to the lodges? Female
orone Invigorates the chicks aa indi- lodgea, though not formally recognized
cated by a recent hatching which by the governing authorities, have existed In France since 17S5. and there
came out in ten houra.
are several such lu Paris at the present time. Tho usually accepted statet
Calumet the Secret of Economy men-- , that only one womnn, the Hon.
Mrs. Aldworth, has ever been elected a
Ths high cost of living nowadays, and Freemason In England is erroneous,
way
are stallly rllmlilnff
fh
for several other Instances are on recIs making economy In the kitchen
even mure Important than It was In the ord. In the United States, Mrs. Salome
thrlfly
ancestors.
good old days of our
Anderson attained high position in the
Hut how to aohleve economy? There's order and waa elected a trustee of the
rub!
the
temple.
prk-t--

In many lines. It depends almost entirely mi the housewife's knowledge of
foods nnd on hor watchfiilnena but for
tunately.Jn one line, biUtlns, economy
ran tie made almost automatic tiy the us
Of the famous Calumet baking I'owder.
Economy tn baking, aa every (nod cook
knows, depends not ao much on economy
In buying- the materials a on the
of her tiaklnea. Failures mean waste
burger louses by far than the aavlnaa she
makes In buying. And the fact that Calumet absolutely prevents fnllurea and.
makes everv baking successful has made
It the favorite of every cook thai eei ks
to be economical. In other word. Palu-m- et
Is the secret of economy in beklng.
It Is the purest, tooattested by hundreds of leading phyelclans and as for
Its general quality. It la enoush to say
that Calumet has received the hlshest
awards at two World's Purs Food Expositions on tn Chicago, III., and the other
la Paris, France, In March. UU Adv.

Good Bowels Are
An Aid to Growth
Growing Children Need a Mild
Laxative to Foster Regular
Bowel Movement.
At a child grows older It requires

more and more personal attention
from tbe mother, and as tbe func
tions of tbe bowels are of the utmost
Importance to health, great attention
should be paid to them.
Diet I of great Importance, and the
mother should watch the effect of certain foods. A food will constipate one
and not another, and so we bave a
healthy food like eggs causing biliousness to thousands, and a wholesome
fruit like bananas constipating many.
It la also to be considered that the
hchild I growing, and great change
are taking place In the young man or
young woman. Tbe system has not yet
settled Itself to Its later routine.
A very valuable remedy at this
(tage, and one wblch every growing
boy and girl ahould be given often or
occasionally, according to tbe Individual circumstances, Is Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. This Is a laxative and
tonio combined, to mild that It 1
given to little babies, and yet equally
effective in the moat robust constitution. At the first sign of a tendency
to constipation give a small dose of
Syrup Pepsin at night on retiring, and
prompt action will follow In the morn- Ing. It not only acta on tbe stomach
and bowels but Its tonio properties
build up and strengthen the system
generally, which Is an opinion ahared
by Mr. John Dey of Dloomfleld, N. J.
He has a large family and at ages
where the growth and development

V

iim

ll

MARIE DEY

must be watched. Little Marie ha
thrived especially well on Dr. CaldV
well' Syrup Pepaln. Mr. Dey considers it the right laxative for young and,
old and bas found none better fog.
young children.
The use of Dr. Caldwell' Syrup Pepsin will teach you to avoid cathartic,
alt and pill, a they are too harsh
for tbe majority and tbelr effect
only temporary. Syrup Pepsin bring
permanent results, and It can be con
venlently obtained of any nearby druggist at fifty cents and one dollar a bottle. Reault are always guaranteed or
money will be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free sam
ple bottle can obtain It postpaid by addressing Dr. W. H. Caldwell, 203 Washington St., Montlcello, III. A postal
card with your name and address oa
1

It will do.

This Doctor Frssxss Warts.
Doctor Ilutllnger, a German physitreata warts by spraying tbem
cian,
Trsmp's Comment Worth ths Dinner
for one minute with ethyl chloride.
It Cost New York Philosopher and
Tbla, be says, lowers considerably the
Author to Hear It
temperature of the wart and produce
a sort of congealing of tbe horny tisHe waa a poor, bedraggled, "down-nnrepeated
outer," working Sixth avenue. In sue. If the treatment be
the course of his efforts he encoun- every alternateup, day the wart will
become smaller and
tered John 1'. Wilson, soldier of for- gradually dry
tune, actor, pliilopher, scribbler, poet eventually disappear. In the case of
rooted warts he recomand author of the book of 'America" large, deeplythey
be cut before being
mends that
at the Now York hippodrome.
"What's the matter with you?" de- treated.
manded Wilson, as be allowed himself
The Cause.
to bo "panhandled" for a dime.
"They say they've made a failure
"Oh, I guess I'm up against It beIn Milwaukee."
cause I never went west, where the with eugenics right
They ought te
"Serves 'em
money Is," responded tbe unfortunate.
beer."
"It's a fact, never waa 20 miles away stick to the old makes of
from Fourteenth atreet and Broadway
Much Better.
In my life."
"Have you any family ghosts la
"Well, you don't see sny money
old bouse?"
hanging on me, and I lived 3,000 miles this
"No, but we have some fine family
west of there all my days," retorted
spirits."
good naturedly.
the author-acto- r
"Throe thousand miles!" gasped the
thoughtful perns lues liquid blue. lft
tramp. "Three thousand miles! Why, a No
pinch of blue In a Urge bottle of wates.
bow are thinga in Australia?"
Ask for Red trots Ball Blue. Adv.
And wllson thought It good enough
Don't stint the living In order to
to dash to tbe nearest cafe to tell to
strew flowers on the graves of the
the loungers.
dead.
Belated Privilege.
"He Is opposed to woman's rights.
,
Says they get along better with privPOOR

HAND AT

GEOGRAPHY

d

1

ileges."
"Yes, he's tbe kind of man who leta
a woman stand In the street car until
a block away from hie destination and
then acts as if he hadn't noticed bt.
before and Insists that she accept bla

seat."

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

Nine time In ten when the liver ll
the stomach and bowels are right;
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but firmly com'
pel a lazy liver to
A AUTFuV
ao its duty.
Cures Con
stipation, In
digestion,
Sick

ight

f

Sometimes Lunkhesdedness.
"It Is often Impossible to distinguish
silence from wisdom."
"Naturally! Because It la often the
same tbln5." Boston Evening Tran Headache,
and Diitrsu After Eating.
script.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICf,

Genuine must bear Signature

Ths Reason,
"Smith la tired of life's dally grind."
"What's his business?"
"Hand organ."
Of course you are lucky. Juet think
of the many times lightning failed to
strike yon.
'

Whenever

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

You Need

Tafzo

Masonic

rrAN OHAK1 ,'hlcf nay prosanw. SmS at
Ipfuraiatlua rruiu g. e. WliMloch, Labboek, Texas

a General

Tonio

Grovo'c

Resisting Temptation.

Bundsy School Teacher "William,
did you ever resist temptation?"
William "Yesm. once."
Sunday School Teacher "And what
noble sentiment prompted you to
do It?"
William "The Jam was on the top
shelf. 1 couldn't reach It." Judge.
William Henry Harrison wss governor of Indiana territory at twenty-eigh- t

It' easier to fly into a rag than to
ucceed as an aviator.

The clrl who marries bar Ideal gen
However, tbe 1914 water wagon will
erally Uvea to discover that there luT
not be an alcohol auto truck.
any suoh thing.

Tho Old Standard

Grovo'o Tcctcfooo
chill Tonio
Is Equally Valuabla is i 6eniral Strengthening Tonic, Bscaasi It Acts oa ffis
Llier, Drives Out Malaria, Enriches tho Blood and Builds Ui ttia Wnols Sjsttn.
Ton know what von art taking when yon tax Qrove'a Tasteless chill Toole,""
I printed on. ivory label? showing thai It contain the
tonic properties of QUININE and IRON. It has no equal for Malaria, Chilli and
Isver, Weakness, General Debility and Los of Appetite. Give life) and vigor to
Nursing Mothers and Pal, Sickly Children. A True Tonio gad Burg Appetiser,
for growa people and children. Guaranteed by your Drngjitl. Wsmsaalt.. Mo.

the formuia

Pop A
Hagfce
teufo
If Yeura la fluttering ar weak, uee

RINOVINtV Mad

v Van

Vlaot-Manafle- id

fefe ferir
Prug Co., Memphis, Term. Prloa
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High School Basket Ball

Twenty Years With
The Santa Fe.
J. E. Lidengton, one of the
pioneer citizens of Gov is, who
is interested in property here,
left the employe of the Santa Fe
Railway this week after twenty
year's continuous service in the
bridge and building departments
of the road. He has purchased
a twenty acre tract of land in
the suburbs of Moline, Kansas,
where he has a well improved
place and all the modern conveniences where he expects to
permanently reside in the future. Mrs. Lidengton and Miss
Geneva proceeded him to their
new home some time nr and

TO MARKET
Our Mr. Luikart is in the eastern markets buying
our stock of new Spring and Summer Goods which
will begin arriving next week. He knows

WHEN TO BUY
'HOW TO BUY
and WHAT TO BUY

report that they are
with their new surroundings. It
is the town where tb,ey "first
well-pleas-

met and married, Mrs. Lidengton at that time residing there
and the parents of Mr. Lidengton also lived there. Their
many Clovis friends extend
them best wishes in their new
home.

You, Mr. Customer, get the benefit of his personal
selections and experience in buying. In the meantime, bear in mind that our Fall and Winter Goods
are going regardless of cost in order to make room
for the new stock.

Elks' Ministrels March 5th.
is going to happen
The antlered tribe
are going to pull off one of those
"stunts" that are calculated to
bring forth a general smile. To
be more explicit the members of
Clovis lodge B. P. 0. E. are going to have a ministrel show on
March 5th and are now out selling tickets for the event calculated to draw the largest crowd
ever housed in a Clovis building.
Of course "Mike" Kelley will be
there. It wouldn't be complete
without him. We have not yet
learned the cast of characters,
but knowing that all Clovis Elks
nre arreat characters, the cast
will be alright. The object in
giving the show ia, of course,
outside of the entertainment, a
financial one. The Clovis Elks
have started a campaign to build
n fine home which will reflect
credit, not only to the order, but
to the town. A handsome Elks
home in Clovis will ba a help to
town and the pride of the Elks.

Something

The High School atheletic di
vision took advantage of the fact
that last Saturday was a well
advertised day and would bring
many people to town and they

turn contributed their share
staging two fast snappy has

in
by

ball games. The games being
played between the boys and
irirls teams o f the Clovis and
Portales high schools respective

ket

ly.

The Boys game, which result
ed in a score of 19 to 16 in favor
of the local team, was received
as nothing short of an ovation
by the school being the first contest in which the C. H. S. has
het n victorious. The game was
characterized by the rough playing, the Referee penal'zing both
teams frequently.
The girls were less favored
with their adversaries o f the
South and I ad to submit to the
sp'endid tram work of the opposing team. The score was 14 to
1 1 in favor of Portales.
The line
up was: Forwards, Beatrice Fry
and Essie Owen; Centers, Ruth
Hemphill and Ora Sadler; Guards
Hallie Birdwell and Marie Kiley.

in Elkdom.

Fire Destroys Home
The residence of Mrs. Delia
Dav. located on north Merri
weather street was completely
destroyed by fire Friday night
and the residence adjoining own
ed by a Mr. Martin and occupied
bv J. H. Singer was slightly
damaged.
The burned house was occu
nied bv Lee Marsh and was in
sured' for $300. The furniture
was insured for $600.00, but a
compromise was made in effect-- .
inr n disnuted sett ement. An
other building was slightly
scorched. The flames were issu
ing from aconnd the flue before
the alarm was given and the in
terior all ablaze before the arriv
al of the department, which re
-- ponded promptly
and did effec

tivework.
A Wedding
Miss Ruth Holder, daughter o
Mr. and Mrs. S.AV. Holder. 502
South Virginia St., and Charles
Walter Philhour, o f Clovis,
transportation inspector of Pecos
division. Santa Fe railway, were
married by Rev. J. R. PirkleyMt
the home of the bride's parents,
t six o'clock this morning.
They left on the morning train
for a short trip, after which
thev will be at home in Clovis
-- Roswell Register Tribune.
Mr and Mrs. Philhour arrived
in riovia Thursday morning, and

were greeted at the train by
their friends. Congratulations.

Dressmaking
per cent on
dressmaking bills and give satis- fact ion or no pay. 1 lave had the
experience and can please you.
Mrs. Gladys Cooper.
510 N. Gidding St.
Can save you fifty

Grand Jury Report

Lively-Cr- oft

H. Croft of Clovis and Miss
The concluding paragraph in
Ada Lee Lively were married at the grand jury report reads as
the home of the brides parents follows:
in La Rue, Texas, on Saturday,
From the meagre information
January 31.
we are able to obtain, it is our
The first intimation their opinion that the County Commisfriends had ot their marriage sioners are not spending the
but
was when they returned in wed County funds judiciously,
ded bliss last Saturday.
our labors were brought to an
Mr, Croft is the son of D. N. abrupt end by the District AtCroft of this city and has been torney, taking us to task for
engaged in the jewelry b nines using too much time in our deliberations, and we were reprihere for many years.
Mrs. Croft, formerly resided manded in open court for same.
at Texico and near Clovis and Thus having compleded our
has been employed at various labors, we respectfully beg leavj
times as a school teacher in the to be discharged.
Curry county schools. She is a
The Grand Jury
handsome and accomplished
By H. C. Herby
(Signed)
young lady and is very popular
Foreman.
with the younger set.
A. E. CURREN
Attest
They will be permanently lo
Clerk.
cated in Clovis.
The full report will be published in next weeks issue.
l.

--

Melrose Messenger
Carl De Graftenried stopped
Save Your Papers
off
at Melrose on his way to the
The Ladies of the Christian
Sunday.
ranch,
will
citizens
Church ask that the
B. De Graftenried has returnsave all newspapers, magazines
etc. to be sent to a pulp mill, for ed from a trip to the ranch and
the benefit of the building funds to Roswell.
W. M. Franks has quit the
The Winers will be called for
at any time. Phone call 2tK) or barber business.
83.

Mr.

and

Mrs. K. C. Kirby

J. Stewart, Pres. made a visit t o Mrs. Thelma
Kennedy's, their daughter, Sun
The Last Days of Pompeii, the day.
Cleve Edgell, the newspaper
scene thrown on the canvas the
night of the 17th, and which cost man. has moved in town.
thousands of dollars to produce,
Melrose is to have a newspaper
is over now, and those who fail- soon.
ed to see this treat will regret
J. W. Mc Bride, of Frost, N.
their inability to attend. While M., was in town, Wednesday.
this occasion was a rare treat,
Ralph Kirby.
there are still other good motion
picture scenes to follow. Mr.
Save all of your old papers for
Hard wick, informs us that this
picture is but one of tjje good the Ladies o f t h e Christian
evening's pleasure in store for church. Thev will call any time
Mrs.

W.

the public.

you phone 200 or 83.

American Bank Payment

Receiver Charles E. Dennis of
the defunct American Bank and
Trust Company announced last
week, following a court order
that the institution would pay
ten percent on deposits and accordingly has been busy writing
checks for the unfortunate depositors of the bank, which for
past has tied up
some time
the savings of so many of the
wage earning class. Mr. Den
nis, with the assistance oi attorney Patton, is filing suits,
making property sales and will
no doubt eventually succeed in

An announcement
To

the Public:

February 16th a
Effective
change was made in the active
management of t h e Houston-Har- t

Lumber Co., of Clovis, Mr.
E. R. Hart, who has heretofore
been active manager of the company has bas been succeeded by
Mr. C. B. Zimmerman, who is a
stock holder in the company and
who is an experienced business
The pubman and lumberman.
lic, the customers and friends of
Lumber Co.,
the Houston-Har- t
returning the greater part of and of Mr. Hart, may rest asthe deposits.
sured that there will be no radi
cal changes made in the policy
Market
From
of the company and that a conBack
Scott
of their friendship and
Dr. J. Foster Scott returned tinuation
will be appreciated
patronage
from the Kansas City market
Hart and Mr. ZimMr.
by
both
Saturday, where he went with
merman.
600 head of sheep. Although
Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman are
the animals topped the markets
to make their home in Clohere
as feeders, he found the market
vis, and Mr. Hart expects to
off, just when he arrived, and
therefore did not realize what leave Clovis and will locate at
he might have otherwise expect- Muleshoe, Texas, to take charge
ed.
of a new yard being establishe d
The sheeD were fattened on there.
ensilage at the Oldham feeding
Lumber Co.
Houston-Har- t
farm east of Clovis.

4
U.

S. Commissioner's Office

W.J. CURREN
FINAL PROOFS

o
CONTESTS

o
LEAVES OF ABSENCE

o
FILINGS, ETC.

Three years experience in the
Land Business.
jUSa

